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ILLINOIS ST ATE NORMAL UNIVERSITY·

T he Editor Says . . .
An IS~U alumna, wh o had been a
member of the faculty from 1919 to
1945, Miss Gertrud e Stephens died suddenly January 14. Because a letter received from her several years after her
retirement expresses suc h a n interesting
philosophy, I know others will like this
excerpt from it:
There is no thing like teaching, nothing i n this world. When Father
Time e nds teaching, what docs one
do? One indulges in a bit of speech
making, a very interesti ng indoor
sport. One h elps with the L eague of
Women Voters a nd ch urch work. For
spending money on e turns to ed itorial
work a nd index ing. And one continu es to learn how to live. If o ne
could only live on this earth for a
thousand years, perhaps one really
might learn how to get the most out
of life.
As a forrner student of Miss Stephens
( who a lso taught my son 20 years
" after'"), I want to add a postscript to
this quotation. It's my belief that she
didn' t have to live a thousand years to
get the most out of life but did so
graciously in three-qua r te rs of a centu ry.
And the profession needs more teachers.
like her.
Athletic scandals have shake n the nonacademic as well as the academic world
the past few months. In contrast with
situations uncovered on many campuses
the sports scene at ISNU appears to be
~ hea lthy one. For atti tudes toward the
cu rrent questions being raised about
athletics, you will want to turn to the
a rticle on pages eight and nine.
As an observer, your editor h as followed athletics at ISNU for many a
year. The sports scene seems to be both
challenging and invigorating as well as
subject to moderate regulations.
Some a thletes receive scholarships.
Some are aided in finding e mployment.
All comply with acad emic regulations
requiring the maintenance of at least a
"C" average. I ntercollegiate competition
is balanced among nine sports. Students
g ive strong support to ISNU team s. IntramuraJs attract hundreds of participan ts in a wide variety of sports. The
University emphasizes h ealth and physical education as a broad teac hing field.
Preparation for th e teac hing profession
rather th a n inte rest in professional
sports sr-em s to bring ath letes to ISN U.
Coupled with these points a re two
other noteworthy factors. ISNU h as a
top reputation in the IIAC . Alumni interference in a thletic policies has been
negligible.
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Among Letters from ALUMNI
Praise for Appointment Book
I am enclosing a dollar for the very fine Appointment book. Thank you very much for sending it to me.
I sincerely hope that enough alumni arc interested to
make printing such books possible in the future.

Thanks again.
D ean 1.\1/artin, '51
1419 Ottawa Avenue
Ottawa, Ill.
More Praise and Dues
Thank you so much for sending me a cop y of the
Appointment Book. I t is well worth the dollar and has
a particular sentiment for the alumni.
At this time I would like to send five dollars for
five years' dues and a dollar for the book which was
mailed to me. I am e nclosing a check for a total of

si, dollars.
Eleanor Carpenter Stubblefield, '42
(:V[ rs. Reuel J-1.)

From a New Editor
Now that I ha\·c bccornc an editor I ha\'C a more
sympathe tic feeling for others serving in the same

capacity. During the Christmas holidays at least two
things happened to me which stimulate this letter. I
found time to examine the last two issues of the Alumni
Quarterly and I received letters of appreciation from
readers of the J ournal of C eograj1hy. T he though t occurred to me that I had never written a letter of appreciation to the editor of my A lumni Quarterly.
·

experiences. Then I was notified to report to the
captain, who asked me how many years of college ball
I had played, for whom, and if I'd like to p lay for the
Marines. I jumped at the opportunity to play and
immediately was taken out of boot camp and moved
up to the athletic barracks with all the other football
players
We played 11 games, and the teams we played
were roug h, a g reat deal roug her than those I had been

used to. With all the drafting going on now, the service
teams arc pretty well stocked with some of the best in
the country. Our team won the western championship

but lost the all-M arine championship to Paris I sland,
a great team. \ Vhen you're in the Marines, you don't

really plan on anything-you wait until it actually
happens- I only know now that l 've been told that I
will be held over for the next season. After football
seaso n was ov<'r ( the last of D ecember) , I was put
back into a platoon to finish boot camp. I have a 10-day
leave coming J anuary 30.
I was keeping in close touch with friends about
Normal's team this past year. It sounded to me as
though Normal had some bad luck. Strictly speaking, I
don't really understand the game; I play it for sheer
e njoyment. I remember one of Coach Struck's sayings
about football, '·Yo u win sornc, and you lose some."

That's j ust the way it goes. All I can say is that it's a
great game.
M ilt T<adlec ( 1948-51 )

M. C.R. D.
San Diego 40, Calif.

So please accept my sincere appreciation for the
splendid service you hm·c been giving the alumni of

Wishes for ISNU

Old :\'ormal. We arc all proud of our Alma Mater and
the Alumni Quarterl,•1 which keeps us in contact with

miles from \Vashington, D.C. ), a little over two weeks.

I've been down here at Piney Point, ~•[ d. ( about 70

our mother institution.
As a geographer, of course, I was especially inter<'stcd in Arth ur ,v. \\'attcrson's article entitled, "\ Ve
~tudie d in Europe Last Summer," but one of the first
things read regularly when picking up a new issue is

not ,·cry much to do in tP c win ter time, but in the
surnmcr one can go swimming, play baseball, tennis, or
do a lmost anything he wants to . Now you can bowl,

'-The Editor Says."
Well, even if I do not get back to Old Normal
\·cry often . my nephew Kenn eth Barton, Cornell, Ill.,

we played New Year's.
My mother started sending me the PautagrajJh,

writes to me frorn time to time about its happenings.
Thomas F. Barton, '30
Editor, The Journal of Ceograj1h,

Office J ournal of the National
Council of Geography Teachers
1ndiana U niversity
Bloomington, Ind.

The nearest town is about 70 miles from here. There is

play pool, or watch TV. I forgot, you can play footballcontaining quite a few articles about ISNU. I surely
wish I was back there- but that is the way it goes.
I suppose semester exams are coming up.
They call this a Naval g un factory, but there is
no gun making here at a ll. The ravy tests torpedoes

here. After being tested, they arc distributed to the fleet.
H arry T<eith Gluts ( 1949-51 )
Piney Point Annex U.S.N .G.f.
Piney Point, Md.

f ootball with the M ari nes
I got to San Diego September 7. While I was in
the R eceiving Barracks, the sergeant asked if anyone had

ever played any college or pro ball. I didn't hear anything about p laying football until about two and a half
weeks after I had filled out a form telling about my
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Too Good to Last
~ y wife, daughter, and I returned to the United
States Sept. 11, 1951 after fou r years in Germany. My
wife was the first dependent to go in concurrent shipT11 E ALC')INI QUARTERLY

rnent to Europe, and we had our photo in the Ne'!'
York Times because of that fact. We learned approx1rnatcly 38 f words of German in 17 hours, but to
accomplish the perfect use of grammar would have
taken much longer. I won't mention much about my
feel ings regarding conditions in Europe except that ~
would rather be a bum in the United States than anyone
in the highest position in Europe- or an,, other country.
:\1y present assignment here at Fort Bclvoir is the

best duty I have h ad since entering the Army in May
19-l-2. I am rated as a motion picture art director) and
I spend most of my time doing art \\'Ork for film

production. l n fact, this is too good a job to last.
I hope you enjoy looking at the cartoons l cncJosc
as much as I did making them. They were made on my
own time and usually when I was under pressure and
unpracticed; so they arc not as professional looking as

some I might make today. In the EUCOM art contest,
J won second and third prizes for cartoons and third
prize for posters. I am looking forward to the day

Looking Fo rward to R cunio n ·X•
I just came to, that this is my 35th anniversary

year from ISN U, and I surely hope to be able to attend
the a lt1mni reunions. I was at the 25th m 1942 and
haven't been back since, so I surely want to be there.

J'll look through my 1917 index and make out a list
of names of my classmates that I would very much like

to have the addresses for, so I can send them some
word of cncouragmcnt to come back to the campus. l'~
like to meet and visit with them. Would the Alumni
Office ha,·c time and be kind enough to send me those
addresses? I hope so. Best wishes to you, Mrs. Hall, and
to I SNU. Hope to hear from you soon.
Harold F. Meyer, '17
Box 686, R.R. 3
Aurora, Ill.
*According to the 1S~U alumni reunion plan this class
does not hold a regular reunion until 1953.

when I can enter private enterprise.

Capt. Edgar l<. Guthrie, '39
Department of Training Publications
The Engineer School
Fort Rclvoir, Va.
P.
I saw Capt. Switzer, '40, working at the hospital
in Fort Bclvoir the other day.

Joins Contributors to Venture Fund
I am much interested in the V enture Fund that
Abe Hanson proposed; and 1 think it has possibilities.
Not to be outdone by Clarence Blair and President
Fairchild, I am throwing in my ten dollars to the fund.
How manv more $10's can we get? \\1hcn do we start

work? \\'h~rc do we go from here? \\'hat arc we fooling
a round about?

l n P re-Flight Tra ining

I

While going through boot camp at Great Lakes, I
took exams for officers' training. I received the rcsu lts
in late August when serving as a fireman aboard a YSD

stationed at NAS, Jacksonville, Fla. On Oct. 22, 1951
I was transferred to NAS, Pensacola, l;-la., for discharge

and reenlistment in the USNR. This was for the
purpose of undergoing flight training, and I am now
a Naval air cadet, a little better than half way through
pre-flig ht, sweating out the midnight oil over books
and studies.

Frankly I met a few exceptional instructors at
I SNU who influenced my life a great deal. I'm glad
I had the college work and will probably go back upon
return to civilian life, but I doubt now that it will be
to a teachers college. I have thought seriously of trying

to get into General Motors Institute.
As an added thought, Mr. Anderson, I want to
thank you for all your advice and encouragement. I
Stll'cly appreciate it more than I can express.

Frank Abbott ( 1948-50)
NAS
Pensacola, Fla.

W . Carrington, '16

Director of LaboratOr)' School Experiences
lSNU, Normal, Ill.
Appointment llook Useful

1t was certainly a pleasure to receive the Appointment llook with a ll the interesting shots of my alma
mater. I am making use of it every day, and it is a.n
interesting discussion topic also. By seeing it and hearing
my explanations of some of the pictures, two of my
students have become very much interested in attend ing

a college of higher learning.
Enclosed is the dollar requested to pay for publication. In the future I hope to be able to send more in
appreciation for what I SNU has given me. I teach
sewing in the home economics department of the
Brookfield, Ohio, J unior and Senior High School and
find my work with I 20 girls a d ay very interesting.
Carol Frederick Gill, '51
(M rs. Ronald E.)
679 E. State St.
Sharon, Pa.

A pprec ia tion fo r H o m ecoming L ist

Book of M emories

We want to thank you for sending on the Quarterly.
We especially enjoyed the list of Homecomers giving
their addresses, for it will enable us to re-contact some
·'lost" friends . Many other articles about the latest
around JSNU were equally enjoyed.
T hanks again.
K enneth Earl I rons, '50
Bensenville, Ill.

Please find enclosed with this note one dollar to
help pay for the printing cost of the wonderful Appointment Book which you so kindly sent me. I am sure this
book not only will help me with my teaching duties but

FF.BRUAR\', 1952

will serve also as a book of memories of the wonderful

life I had at Nonna!.
Marian Ries Block, '51
(Mrs. Marvin W .)
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Fulbrighting Around the World
hy Chris A . De Young

The fi rst ISNU staff member to win an appointment as a Fulbright professor, Dr. D e
Young went to India in December, 1950 in
the first group of Fulbright lectu rers to that
country. He returned to the campus in September, after completing his second trip
around the world. A lumni will remember him
not only as an ISNU teacher (since 1934) and
dean ( 1943-49) but also a freq uent Quarterly contributor.

T he center of interest here is a plough designed by the late
S:im Hi gginsbottoms at Allchabad, India. Mrs. DcYoung, wife
of the :rnthor, is to the left of the Arthur Moser family. Mrs.
Mmcr, the former Alice \ Vynn Hall, was graduated from
ISNU in 1935.

the examples of such ISNU yesteryear proF
fessors as De Garmo and the McMurrys, I have
learn from and
traveled extensively abroad in order
OLLOW I NG

to

about peoples in other lands. I did not, however, in this
rou nd-the-world trip follow the boat course and land
tracks of these overseas professorial predecessors- the
entire trip was made by air. Since India is halfway
around the world, it was not difficult to persuade the
State Department to buy me a round-the-world ride, as
it costs considerably less to travel around the shrinking
globe by plane than to buy two tickets. Parenthetically
one-half of the 30 countries M rs. DeYoung and I
visited in the past two years now have reciprocal Fulbright agreements, including travel expense and allowances, for students and teachers.
Our round-the-world Fulbright flight is here described tersely in three major hops: ( 1) to India, (2 )
in India, and (3 ) from India.
To India
T he long trip to India was made via Wash ington,
New York, Newfoundland, England, Italy, Egypt, I raq,
Kuwait, and Pakistan. England, which I have visited
five times in less than fi ve years, has undergone many
changes since my first visit for a month in 1920 en route
to India by boat. Each succeeding trip has clinched the
realistic conviction that England has slipped markedly
in many respects. How would Americans feel if they
went to shop in this country and found most of the best
things marked For Ex/>ort Only? M any of the wellmade articles cannot be purchased by Britishers, since
these items must be sold abroad to help cancel the dire
dollar shortage. The proud boast that the sun never sets
on the British empire is obsolete. When I recall the
British I sles I saw three decades ago, yea, even five years
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ago, I remember those prophetic and pathetic lines of
Rudyard Kipling in "The Recessional":
Far called our navies melt awayOn dune and headland sinks the fireLo, all our pomp of yesterday
I s one with Nineveh and Tyre.
Judge of the Nations, spare us yet,
Lest we forget, lest we forget.
Educationally, however, England has made Herculean strides, especially since the Reform Act of I 944.
Despite its austerity program, its shortage of funds and
building 1naterials, England is actively launching its new
three-stage system: primary, secondary, and "further"
education. It was a pleasure to visit the Fulbright headquarters in London and learn of the continuous cultural
and educational reciprocity between the USA and our
mother countJ)'.
The publication of Introduction to American Public
Education in Italian by the government of Italy gave
me a helpful cntree in meeting officials in education in
Rome. The American Embassy drafted me to survey the
"overseas school" and to make recommendations for the
school, which I found located next to the former home
of 11:ussolini. Here, against great odds, the parents of
American and other children arc struggling to get a
sound education for their overseas youngsters. It was an
inspiration to meet with members of the board of education and to sense their enthusiasm and hopes in seeking abroad an educational program comparable to that
wh ich their children might have had at home.
A State Department cable to Egypt precipitated
arrangements for a lecture a t the American Embassy. In
Cairo, so much in today's news, I found an interested
and alert audience whose pertinent questions kept me
going so long that after the lecture I felt nearly as old
as the sphinx and pyramids, which Mrs. De Young and
I had visited that afternoon. Here in Cairo, too, we
visited the world's oldest university, Al Azhar (T he Resplendent) , founded in A.D. 841 by the Moslcms.
In Kuwait on the Persian Gulf we saw a thriving
welfare state with the world's largest reserve of oil. In
Iraq our most interesting visit was to the ancient Babylon of Biblical days. Herc Alexander the Great died
after conquering the then-known world at the age of
THE ALU MN[ Q U ARTERLY

25; here Balshazar asked Daniel to interpret the handwriting on the wall; here the site of the ancient tower

of Babel is now a pool of stagnant water, where the
quacking of the ducks adds to the modern confusion of
tongues. 'I'hc visits to the mission schools in Busrah and
Baghdad reminded me that those isolationists who tried
to build a high, narrow tower stretching to heaven, have

been followed by internationalists who spread outward
to reach people everywhere.

first time in three decades of teaching my students
begged me to hold extra classes, so they could hear and
learn more, especially of American education.

Culturally we avidly seized every opportunity for
learning. These enriching experiences included trips to

the Taj Ylahal, Nanda Barbat at the foot of the H imalayas, the sacred city of 13cnares, beautiful K ashmir,
Lahore in Pakistan, sacred temples in Amritsar, T richi-

nopoly, Madura, and Vellore, and the paradise of
Ceylon. Among the numerous educational institutions

we visited was the Technical l nstitute at Allehabad-

In India
With a lmost supersonic speed we flew from Pakistan to Bombay, and then to H yderabad, where I was
asked to represent the NEA and the World Organization
of the T eaching Profession at the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Confe rence of the All-India Federation of
Educational Associations, and to deliver one of the
K attri memorial lectures. H yderabad is in the Telugu
language area, so I had the sudden opportunity to renew

my speaking knowledge of that limpid language which
is called the " I talian of India."
Two of rny former students now serve in my stead

as principals of Hope High School and Fort Elementary
Schools in Madanapalle, outh India. Polarity of experiences came in north India as Fulbright lecturer at

the Central Institute of Education, University of Delhi.

the product of Sam Higginsbottoms' pioneering work.
Succeeding Higginsbottoms in this institution of practical and spiritual uplift is Arthur M oser, a product of
Central Illinois. Mrs. ~1oser, who was formerly a student at ] SNU, shares actively in this important work.
Myriads of memories, old and new, propel the distant
hope that I may once more return to this strange land

and its friendly peoples.
From India
The return flights from lndia took us to the following far-away places : Burma, Thailand, Malaya, Indonesia, Australia, Fiji, Canton Islands, and H awaii. In
Rangoon the Embassy had arranged for me to speak at

the Government T raining College for T eachers. We
visited with a fellow Fulbrighter who was helping to

Furthermore the capital served as a microcosm of new

establish kindergartens in Burma. Southeast Asia, which

and independent India. The Central Institute of Edu-

is so much in the limelight these days as a potential
second Korea, has changed a gl'eat deal since I travelled
through that area in 1924. ~.fany of the countries, such
as Burma and Indonesia, have recently won their independence. Today it is a troubled area. For example,

cation, which met a few years ago in tents, was created

by the central government of India to serve the entire
country in teacher education and related research. The
stude nts' zeal for learning was overwhelming. For the

Enrot.ttc to India, Dr. OcYoung stopped in Cairo, Egypt, where he spoke at a meeting arranged by 1hc American Embassy.
FEBR UARY,
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the rebellions in Burma have cut the rice exports from
three to one million tons. The Communists are standing

on the edge of the rice bowl of southeast Asia, ready
to take the rice and the bowl.
Siam is one of the few real friends we have left in
the Orient. It is sending troops to Korea and is a ligned
with us. I like to think that part of this friendly feeling
between that country and ours is due to education- an
American tutor and teachers. Fu lbright fellows in both
lands continue to build a bridge between the peoples.
Malaya's weakness is shooting trouble too. While
we were in Singapore a British official was shot in the
streets. More recently High Commissioner Gurney was
killed. The place is guerrilla infested, with considerable
Communist activity. I visited Singapore previously in
1924, when I saw the huge British cannons point toward
the sea. I n World War II the Japanese came from behind and the stationa1)' cannons could not be moved
and used in action. Inflexibility may again mean England's loss of Singapore to another force- the red Communists.
After leaving Burma we flew over the equator and, ·
in a celestial ceremony, became officially "shooters of
the biggest line in the world." Indonesia, which has recently been freed from the Dutch, is the old Java, where
one must not expect to get a "good cup of Java." He rc
I had an opportunity to try my Dutch- the first language I learned at home.
Australia, the smallest continent and the largest
island, impressed us with its hugeness and its potentialities. With a coast line of 12,000 miles- more than that
of the U . S. seaboard- it has an area of th ree million
square miles with a population equal to that of Illinois.
In the United States we have 50 people per square mile;
in Australia there are two. I n contradistinction to I ndia
and I ndonesia and some of the other countries we visited,
education in Australia is compulsory.
After leaving this h uge island we crossed the international date line and gained a whole day. We were
happy to have this extra time in another island- sunny,
delightful Fiji. H ere too we were repeatedly reminded
of India. At present the Indians outnumber the Fijians.
From Canton Island we flew to :H awaii, where we
spent a week resting after our strenuous flights. , Ve
went through customs in I-Ionolulu, our '"'estern outpost, rather than in San Francisco . H awaii is so much
like the United States that T hope it will some day be
our forty-ninth or fiftieth state. Such islands as Ceylon,
Fiji, Canton, and Hawaii have taught me anew the
strategic importance of far away islands. As a former
newspaper man, I made a pilgrimage to the grave of
Ernie Pyle, who rests between two unknowns in the
Punch Bowl Cemetery in Honolulu. I also, as a professor,
visited the School of Education at the University of
H awaii, where Miss Faye M ansfield of the M etcalf
laboratory school studied last fa ll. The visit to this
teacher-educating institution helped to re-create an atmosphere for my return to the ISNU campus. After a n
overnight flight from H awaii we reached San Francisco; and then another overnight trip and we were
in Illinois- back to Normal University and "normal"
living on Normal Avenue in Normal, after an exciting
and "abnormal" year, Fulbrighting around the world.
1
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Dr. Troyer, Princess Chichibu, .ind Dr. Hachiro Yuasa are
pictured on the day of the first annua l board meeting for the
In,ernational C hrist ian U niversity in iWitaka, Japan, September 6, 1950. Princess Chiehibu is an honorary member of the
bo:trd of trustees of the university, while Dr. Yuasa, who
received his Ph.D . deg ree from 1he U niversity of Illino is, is
president o f the university.

Maurice E. Troyer, vice-president in charge of
D curriculum
and instruction of the International
R.

Christian U niversity, to be opened this spring in Mitaka,

Japan, is a graduate of University High School and attended I SNU during two summer sessions. I n November
Dr. Troyer spent a few days in Normal with his mother,

Mrs. Ida Troyer, who lives at 316 Glenn Avenue, before
leaving on his third trip to J apan, this time to stay for
about three years. He spent three months in Japan in
1949 and was there again for three months in 1950.
Tn J 949 representatives of the Japanese International Christian University Foundation asked D r. Troyer

to accompany their president to Japan as educational
adviser and to help in the organization of the new uni-

versity. During Dr. Troyer's stay in Japan it was decided
that the new universit)' would be primarily a graduate
institution to prepare leaders for government service,
education, and social work. A board of trustees was

organized and a Japanese president named : Dr. H achiro
Yuasa, who received a Ph.D. degree in entomology from
the University of Illinois.
Dr. Troyer became vice-president of the universit)'
with special responsibilities for faculty selection and program development. H alf of the faculty is to be J apanese ;
half, persons from other countries. Since assuming his

position with the university staff, Dr. Troyer has worked
principally on recruitment of faculty members. He made
a second trip to Japan in 1950 to recruit Japanese members of the facu lty.
The university is scheduled to open in April, offering a prograrn of research and service to agencies of
government and education as well as a program of

instruction in the English language. The first full-time
students will be admitted to the liberal arts program and
THE ALUl\lNI Q U ARTERLY

New University
to the graduate program in April, 1953. The long-range
plans for the university include a campus, general equipment, and library facilities to serve 850 students and 85
faculty members by the end of the sixth year.
The campus site has already been purchased; it is
15 miles west of downtown Tokyo. Two buildings arc on
the site now. One is the University H all, which will be
the main building of the university for the immediate
future. It was built during the war by the Japanese as
an aeronautical research center. The building was never
quite completed as such, however, and university representatives supervised the finishing touches of construction. As it now stands, the structure is 15 feet longer than
a football field and is three and a half stories high. T he
second building already constructed when the campus
site was purchased was a hangar. Under the one roof
is surface space equivalent to more than two football
fields. In this building will be located facilities for science
and physical education, including an auditorium and a
swimming pool.
Sponsored by 13 Protestant denominations in the
United States and Canada, the university is also the recipient of gifts from individuals and foundations. The
Japanese people, in spite of their poverty, subscribed
$450,000 or 163,000,000 yen, before the end of the first
campaign year.
During his November visit here D r. Troyer said,
''The people of Japan came out of the war, weary and
disillusioned about their government, their education,
and their religion. The prevailing spirit of helpfulness
on the part of the occupation did much to complete
their dissatisfaction with their former leaders. This disillusionment, or dissatisfaction, caused the Japanese
people to contribute the 163,000,000 yen for the university.
"The occupation has done a remarkable job in
helping the Japanese people to reorganize their government, their education, and their economy away from
authoritarianism and in the directon of democracy. The
stage has been set for democracy, and now J apan needs
people who arc trained in the role of democracy. This
is a long-range job. Leaders trained in democracy are
needed in homes, schools, government, and business."

Ill

Japan

Accompanying Dr. Troyer on his current trip to
Japan arc his wife and younger son, David, 13, neither
of whom has crossed the Pacific before. Their schedule
was to sail from an Francisco on the President M1 ilson
No,·ember 26. Dr. Troyer is on an indefinite loan from
Syracuse University, Syracuse, ' .Y. The older of the
Troycrs' sons is working on a Ph.D. deg ree in eff1b1)•·
ology at Cornell University. The daughter, a graduate
of Syracuse University, lives in Syracuse, her husband
being on the faculty of the engineering college of the
university. She was an art teacher for t\vo years.

In the summers of 1923 and 1925 Dr. Troyer attended I SNU, but he received his B.A. degree from
Bluffton College, Bluffton, Ohio. He taught in Illinois in
the Bureau Township schools for six years and then became superintendent of schools in Bureau Township,
replacing L. \V. H acker, who resigned as superintendent
to join the I S 'U faculty.
·
Dr. Troyer received his M.A. and Ph.D. degrees
from Ohio State U niversity, teaching at Bluffton College
for two )'Cars between work on the two degrees. In 1936
he went to Syracuse University as assistant professor of
education and chairman of the cornmittee on admissions
for the school of education. H e has been affiliated with
Syracuse since that time, although for three years- from
1940 to 1943- he was with the American Council on
Education in Washington, D.C. T here he worked on a
cooperative study of teacher education as consultant in
evaluation. The study was financed by the Rockefeller
Foundation. After his return to Syracuse from Washington, he became director of the evaluation and psychological service centers at the university.
Dr. Troyer is the author of numerous articles and
many widely-used tests. Two works of which he is coauthor were listed among the 60 books of the year in
School and Society in the years they were published: A
Functional Program of T eacher Education, written in
connection with his work on the curriculum committee
at Syracuse, and Evaluation in T eacher Education, a
teacher-study report written with his associate, Dr. C.
Robert Pace, as a part of the American Council on
Education project.

When in Normal, just before leaving for Japan, Dr. Maurice E. Troyer
discussed h is work with a publicity staff member. He enthusiastically
described the physical and curricular development of the International
C h ristian University in Mitaka, Japan. As vice-president in charge of
curriculum and instruction, Dr. Troyer has a responsible position in
international education, one that is exceptionally challenging.
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The Changing Sports Pattern
by Russell Steele
headlines for the past year have been taken
T oversports
by news of gambling, double academic standHE

ards for athletes, overemphasis, and other changes
against the structure of college athletics. These charges,
many legitimate and some of a "bandwagon" variety,
have caused college ad1ninistrators and coaches to stop
a nd look twice at what is going on over the nation and
at hornc.

Many observers th ink that February may be the
month during which drastic changes may be announced

that will affect the future pace and pattern of intercollegiate sports througout the nation. A late January
meeting of the American Council on Education to con~

mended by the committee of 11 presidents and if the
North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools and the other regional accrediting agencies can
use their accrediting power to make the individual
members live up to the code . The actual clause which

knocks out the New Year's Day bowl games is the
recommendation that the ' football season end on the
first Saturday in December (already put into effect by
the Teachers College Board), that the basketball season
extend from December I to March 15, and that baseball
be scheduled from March I to the end of the spring
term. The 11 presidents arc also recommending h igher
standards for admission, eligibility, and scholarship.

sider the report of a special ACE committee of 11 college presidents may be the turning point. T h is group
has already made a number of recommendations to
change the national sports picture in many ways.

T he g roup has already expressed the hope publicly
that football bowl games and other post•scason contests
go out the window along with spring football practice,
special inducements to athletes, double academic standards, pressure recruitment, and a number of other
activities which characterize the "big time" in athletics.

Banner head lines telling of these and other questions
were carried by the daily newspapers of the nation
during .January 10- 12, when the 'ational Collegiate
Athle tic Association held its annual meeting in C incin-

nati, Ohio. T he NCAA, still remembering the backfire

Live Television Limite d
·rhe Cincinnati meeting brought action on another
sports problem o f national interest which was not the
concern of the committee of I J presidents. This is in

regard to the live television broadcasts of football games.
There is a general feeling among athletic directors and
other administrators that network television of major

college games on an unlimited basis might be a heavy
blow to colleges and high schools depending upon gate
receipts to support or help support competitive athletics.
Protection against such losses, that would cause more

colleges to retract or cancel football and other sports, is
the concern of the !'\CAA television committee. This

received in relation to the uSanity Code" a year ago

committee submitted a plan of controlled television
broadcasts, g iven group approval at the Cincinnati

(openly defied by many leading universities) , heard a
report from the ACE committee but took final action

meeting. The plan of live TV football broadcasts for
1952 makes a number of major games available to the

which might be termed only uminor" in immediate
clTect. NCAA members set a 20.session limit on spring

loss at the box office for hundreds of other NCAA

footba ll and out-of-season basketball practice sessions
and tabled the hot football bowl game question for an-

members whose games arc not televised. T his stand is
a "middle" compromise.

other year, with the instruction that no member is to

Both extremes have had a lot to say about the
possible effect of television upon attendance at football
and other college sports events. M embers of one group
wish that they could operate as do the boxing promoters

contract for post-season grid contests held after Janua ry 2, 1953.
E-nforccmen t Is the Pro blem

Enforcement, the downfall of the Sanity Code,
remains a big problem with the NCAA. Action against
NCAA members who violate these and other questions
of eth ical conduct is left in the hands of a new membership committee. This group is not expected to initiate
investigations but to act in ucritical need" situations,
according to newspaper stories at the time .of the C incinnati meeting. Even though the final acuon was not
at all drastic, the NCAA body gave an attentive hearing

to a p resentation by the chairman of the ACE committee of 11 presidents-Dr. J ohn H annah of Michigan
State College. Dr. Hannah outlined the recommendations that his group is passing on to the ACE for consideration and action.
Football bowl games and spring practice in the grid

sport are out if the ACE approves the steps recom8

viewing public a nd still serves as a protection against

who do not a llow a live broadcast unless they are sure

of a sell-out crowd. T here are also many colleges whose
games might never be televised that fear their fans

would stay away often if unlimited broadcast of all the
"big" games was permitted. T elevision industry representatives and some major college administrators hold
that TV would promote mol'C interest in footba ll and
o ther sports and that attendance would rise accordingly

instead of falling off. They argue the point that radio
was first accused of keeping fans a t home but now there
is general agreement that radio has promoted more
interest in attending sports events.

To help alumni understand why ,o much criticism
has been leveled at college athletics a nd see what might
be done about it, two well-known alumni of ISNU and
three U niversity administrators concerne d with the
problem were asked to give their views of the national
scene.
THE A LUMNI QUARTER LY

Even though the newspaper reports from Cincinnati indicated that the ACE group would become a
highe r authority and overrule the NCAA, President R .
W. Fairchild of I SNU thinks that the college presidents
will not take over the enforcement of the new regulations that may come out of the late J anuary meeting
of the ACE. He says that such detailed administration
must be handled by others rather than by presidents
who, as general administrators, direct entire educational

programs. The ISNU president, who believes in attrac-

teaching. Feeling that the success of a program of physical education in a teachers college should be judged
according to the way it contributes to the over-all university function, Dr. Horton emphasizes that provision

for professionally trained teachers should always come
first. He would also like for more people to realize that
the teachers colleges in Illinois have well-organized
service and intramural programs that make it possible
for all students to obtain recreational skills which can be
used in college and later. The extent of participation in

tive and full regular schedules rathe r than post-season

the intramural program is far g reater than that in the

games, says that if each sport is played for the sake of

intercollegiate a rea, he points out.
Howa rd J. Hancock, Redbird athletic director, says
that the recent basketball scandals have made those in
charge of athletics realize that programs must be re-

the sport and if pressures of alumni, community, and
administration are removed the present questionable
conditions would improve. He thinks that overemphasis
exists in a relatively small number of cases over the
nation and that pressure is often the result of too much

,f· an effort to '·keep up with the Joncs's" by trying to
match the activities of other schools, especially natural

examined to see if they are in line with educational
objectives. A policy of general expansion in intercollegiate sports over the nation has resulted in a mushroom

Dr. C. E. Ho rton, head of the I SNU division of
health and physical education, feels that many teachers
colleges have lost sight of their basic purpose and arc

growth of athletics at some colleges. The fundamental
question of whether athletics arc for the benefit of the
participants or for publicity for the school must be
answered by a college, Mr. Hancock states. The ISNI.:
athletic director- who says that there has been a lot of

catering to the spectator rather than to the professional
aim'i of physical education. He points out that the spec-

ovcrc1Tlphasis on overemphasis- feels that bowl games
have a questionable educational value but that tourna-

tator should play an incidental part in the total athletic

ments sponsored by the NCAA and the National Association of Intercollegiate Basketball (which sponsors state

rivals, both in and outside o f conferences.

program for a teachers college and that the program

should fi rst satisfy the desire of the participants to en-

and national tournaments for the small colleges) should

gage in athletic activities and then be a proving and
testing g round for practical experience as is student

be open to all, if such participation is sanctioned by the
(continued on page 13)

Spcct:i.tor interest is distributed over all of the nine major sports in which Redbird a1hlc tic teams carry on intercollegiate
athletic competition. T his shot shows a good crowd in the background as ISNU's George Egofske (right ) starts 10 work during
an IIAC wrestling match with Norlhcrn ll1inois. Swimming is a third sport which shares 1hc winter calendar a t ISNU.
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Left, a library emp!oycc. Richard Malone, junior from Barringto,, issues a book to Joan Lash, senior from Danville. Right,
Cecilia. Cardosi, senior from Kankakee, operates the switchbo.1rd in the ISNU Administration Building.

They Earn While They Learn
by Frances Coan

ISNU students could pool their annual earning,;
I F from
part-time employment, they would have a

jackpot rivaling the offering,; of the most prominent

radio quiz shows. They would have close to a quarter
of a million dollars to show for their work, which ranges

from baby-sitting to bus driving. More than a third of
the stud'ents at I SNU work for at least part of their
living while a ttending college, with their average earn-

ings coming close to $300 a year.
The type of work a student docs, the number of
hours he works, the part of the day in which he worksthese vary with each individual situation. 'The student
has to organize his work schedule a nd his class program

so that they do not overlap, a feat often difficult to
accomplish. Study hours and extra-curricular activities
must find the ir places within the remaining time allotme nts.
Care is taken, however, to sec that no student has

student must receive a class schedule permit from the
dean of men or women before he can make out his class

program with the head of his department. This procedure protects the stud ent from taking too heavy a load
and enables the department head to help the student in
planning a class program to fit his work schedule. Despite
the g reat amount of time and energy which many stu-

dents give to their part-time jobs, data from the deans
show that the g rade point average of working students
is consistently higher than the all-school average.
Employment opportunities arc sufficient that any

student can work at least part of his way through college,
the cleans report, if he is willing to adapt himself to the
current labor market. Local householders ask for more
women stude nts than are available to live in private
homes while working for the ir room and board. On the
othe r hand, more ISNU wome n want to do office work
than the comrnunity can accommodate.

deans of me n and women have charge of assigning

The kinds of work that students do a re many.
Several hundred a rc employed right on the campus,

students to jobs on the campus and of referring applicants to off-campus jobs. Each semester every employed

do typing and general office work both in administrative

too heavy a load of classes and work. The offices of the

most of them being paid on a state payroll basis. Many
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offices and for individual faculty members. About 60
arc employed i~ Milner Library, where they may shelve
books, catalog materials, do general secretarial work, or
\\'ait on other students in the reserve rooms or behind the

~vlany of the academic departments also use student

help. In the music department, students repair and recondition instrurnents; in the speech department they

loan desk or the circlation desk. Someone must be on

build stage sets and paint backdrops; in the agriculture
department, they do laboratory and farm work. The

duty in each of the two reserve rooms and at the loan

physical education department puts students to work

and circulation desks from 7: 30 a .m. to 10 p.m. on
weekdays as well as from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturdays.

lining the tennis courts and athletic fields as well as
sen-ing on duty in the equipment rooms, checking out
e,·crything from towels to golf clubs.

Switchboard duty occupies the time and effort of
another group of employed students. The switchboard

Students on the state payroll receive their checks

on the third floor of the Administration Building serves

around the twentieth of the month for the preceding

most of the buildings on the campus. Fell Hall and the

month's work. The day when these checks arrive is one
of accentuated activity in the Administration Building.
\ Vhen the sign reading "Student checks arc not here" is
removed from the cashie 1)s window near the entrance
to the building, a line of cager students begins to form
immediately. I t moves forward but keeps acquiring

Special Education Building have their own switchboards,
and the two new residence halls also have separate

telephone faci lities. Even during Christmas and spring
vacations switchboard operators arc on duty in the

Administration Building. The Fell Hall switchboard is
regularly operated by the dozen or more honor residents,

additions all day, so that all persons passing to and from

who arc kept busy announcing cal1ers or making connections for telephone conversations.

the building arc necessarily aware of the fact that "Student checks are here!"

Although wielding brooms and emptying waste bas-

\ Vorking in private horncs for room and board rates
high among ofT-campus jobs. The situation varies with

kets arc tasks vastly different from w riting essays and
proving theorems, quite a few men students have proved
themselves adept at janitorial duties. They work in a

number of the campus buildings, including the aging
North H all, where they carry on a good-natured cam-

paign of encouraging the high school students to put
stray papers in the waste baskets and to keep the chairs
in straight rows.

a lmost evc,y case. Household duties may include taking
care of sn-:iall children, cooking, washing dishes, cleaning,
ironing- any or all of these. ~1en students sometimes do
yard and furn.ace work in private homes. Men

students work for their room and board at Victory H all,
a home for boys; the Illinois Soldiers and Sailors Children's School, and St. J oseph's Hospital in Bloomington.
One lives and works at each of these institutions. Three

Registration days may be hectic for any student,
but for the student employee in the University book store
they arc completely exhausting. The entire book store

women students earn their room and board at IS CS
by helping with the recreation program there.

force is on hand for registratio n days, when students
wait to get their textbooks. M eanwhile, the student

11:any students work for their meals in local restaurants, where they wait on tables, preside behind the
lunch counter, wash dishes, or scn·c as cashiers. Almost

employees scramble around as fast as they can, getting

all of the restaurants near the campus employ student

books, stamping them, and checking fee receipts. After
registration the rest of the semester goes along compara-

workers, who, along with student patrons, make a

tively easy for the book store crew. Two or three students

prove wearying to the restaurant worker, but slack
hours come later in the day. Restaurant employees may
become quite proficient in making banana splits and
grilled cheese sandwiches. A large part of their work,
however, comes in filling cups with coffee, ordered

line up along the basement corridor of Old Main and

are on duty at all times when c1asses arc in session, and
business settles down to a more leisurely pace, with no
more lines streching out across the corridor.

The Tower Studio in Cook Hall regularly employs

typically collegiate picture. l'\oontimc crowds often

black or with cream. Students are employed in the Uni-

students as radio technicians and broadcasters. Each
week day a student broadcasts a five-minute program of

versity cafeteria as well as in restaurants.

campus news, and three days a week students and faculty
members present fifteen-minute programs. Only the tech-

Students have found jobs in the community as
sales personnel in all types of stores, as clerical workers
in offices, as cashiers or ushers in theaters, as news~
paper reporters, as mail carriers, as bus drivers-even as
policemen! One student is now an orderly in surge11' at

nicians and announcers are paid for the latter broad-

casts. T hese are the regularly scheduled programs; many
other special ones arc given during a school year.

The audio-visual education department employs
students to operate various kinds of motion picture and

St. Joseph's Hospital in Bloomington.
Part-time employment not only enables a student

slide projectors for classes. They learn to make tape

to pay his fees and to eat three square meals a day, but
recordings, too. Although not directly connected with · it also gives h im work experiences that will help him, as
the department, the weekend movies arc also shown by a teacher, to understand better the problems of business
students. Popular, full-length motion pictures are shown or family life. The salesgirl observes the actions of people
eve,,, Friday afternoon at four o'clock and every Satur- at a bargain counter; the baby-sitter finds out first hand
day c ,·cning a t seven. Student p rojectionists seemingly

that each youngster has a personality of his own; the

have the ideal job, since they can watch the pictures that

orderly gets a glimpse into the vast world of medicine.
The value of such experiences cannot be measured by
the paycheck alone.

they show. Complications often arise, however-tangled

film, balking projectors, impatient audiences.
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What's New by Departments
New Admissions Policy
Beginning this month a new po licy regarding adr.1ission to the Univcrsitv was 1)ut into effect which
makes it possible for a student to make application upon
completion of seven semesters' work in high school. The
change is for the benefit of the hig h school students and
officials who may be convenienccd by the new p rocedure.
1n expla ining the policy, Miss Elsie Brenneman,
director of admissions, pointed out that any time afte r
a student completes his seventh semester he may apply
for admission to ISNU on a regular application blank.
The application will be considered along with the report of the high school, and the student notified of
action taken by the University authorities. Afte r graduation, the h igh school officials will send in a supple1:1entary transcript covering the work of the eighth
semester with a statement of graduation. It is anticipated that no change in action will be necessa ry, since
in most cases students who have satisfactorily completed
seven semesters will a lso complete the e ighth without
difficulty.
'T'he new policy is in keeping with the c urrent
practice of most colleges and universities. It is bc1ievcd
that studen ts interested in JSNU should have the same
opportuni ty as those inte rested in other institutions.
Some hig h school administrato•~ prefer to do most of
the clerical work in connection with applications for
college entrance during the spri ng. Under the former
University policy, rnost applications for a d mission could
not be considered until summer, when official transcripts
showing complete high school records were available.
Permits to e nter IS~U then were not conditional but
based on the e ntire record.
From the ISNU D ean
Rcconnncndations regarding the preparation of
junior high school teachers are to be made soon by a
committee appointed by Dean Arthur H. Larsen. Another committee is st udying summer field course offcr.ings, with the probability that other departments in
addition to the one in geography m ay offer field work
on an extended basis during the summer. The biological
science department is cooperating with the geography
departll"ICt'lt in a field course in southwestern United
States and M exico this summer.
Elemen tar y Education
Off-campus student teaching outside t he Bloomington-No rmal area has been arranged for the first time
this year for students majori ng in elementary education.
Two students- J anet We ldon a nd Doris Puetz-were
in the kindergarten at Ottawa the first nine weeks.
This semester there is one- Naomi Holt- at Rock
Isla nd as well as two othe rs- Marilyn Sally Lee and
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Clarice Schultz- a t Elgin. Supervisors and principals
ha,·c been most cooperative in welcoming the student
teachers, giving them a wide variety of profitable e xperiences, Dr. Margaret Cooper, director of t he division
of elementary education, reports.
The Elementary Education Club plans to get active
p:1rticipation from all of its 200 members during the
semester through a variety of workshops. C lub members
indicated by ballot their choice of groups, to be chairmaned by supervising teachers in the laboratory schools
and senior students.
Men's H ealth and Physical Education
The best news for men interested in health and
physical education is that g raduate work rnay be available in this area a t ISNU in the near future, accordi ng
to Dr. C. E. Horton, the department head. Two mem•
bers of the department holding doctorates now qualify
for offering graduate instruction; others have most of
the course work for doctorates completed and only their
dissertations to do. Still others now are rounding out
their course work.
Junior College Educatio n
A complete graduate program designed to give
students the professional and academic education
needed for teaching in junior colleges now is available
through a new division of junior college education,
headed by Dr. E. A. Lichty. The histo ry and development of the junior college movement, personnel and
curriculum problems as well as methods of teaching in
the junior college- all a rc studied. A semina r enables
students to work on special problems, affording opportunity for the survey of research in the junior college
field. In addition the student preparing for a junior
college position selects an academic field of study, in
which he may acquire as rnany as 20 semester hours of
course work. This program enables students to rneet
requirements of state and regional accrediting associations for teaching in the junior college.

Social Science
M embers of the social science department will sponsor a conference during the coming summer session.
Open to students; alumni, and friends of the University,
it is scheduled during the late afternoon and evening of
June 24, 25, and 26. Three t hemes- work of the United
Nations, inflation, and problcnlS of youth- have been
selected as topics which the conference will consider.
Persons wishing information about speakers and topics
arc asked to write Dr. H e len E. Marsha11, chairman of
the committee on arrangements.
The first of a series of departmental social affairs
in the faculty lounge of the Administration Building
was a tea given by social science department members
on January 17. The social committee with Dr. Helen
THF. ALUl\lN [ QUARTERLY

Cavanagh as chairman arranged the tea for juniors,
seniors, and graduate students majoring in social science.
Dr. John A. Kinneman, social science department head,
presented the program. Facilities of the lounge arc being
made available to departmental and divisional faculties
by the U nive rsity Senate, following a request for permission to entertain student groups presented by the
social committee of the social science department.
Listening Laboratory
Students taking practice courses and enrolled in
clinic sections offered by the speech department now
use the listening laboratory equipped with three WcbCor tape recorders. Dr. F. L. D. Holmes, department
head, explains that these enable students to practice
speeches and oral readings as well as to work on
personal problems of pronunciation and voice prodtiction. H aving obtained a 15-minute period on
the laboratory schedule, a student secures a 150-foot
reel of recording tape. ince the machines record on
half of the tape in the \;lockwise direction and half in
the counter-clockwise direction, a reel provides more
than seven minutes of recording time. Because of the
erase mechanism in machines, tapes can be used over
and over again.
Audio-Visual Education
In the past year 512 students completed courses in
audio-visual education, about 15 per cent of whom
enrolled for g raduate credit, according to a report
from Dr. M. L. Miller, audio-visual director. The extension classes in audio-visual education were among
the largest offered by the University the fall semester
of this year, with 70 students the smallest number
enrolled in courses given at Pekin, Pontiac, and Springfield . :'\iew to the staff is Dr. Clarence Kurth, who
came to JSNU from Indiana University in the fall as
assistant professor of education to teach audio-,·isual
courses.
The Uni,·ersity has a film and filmstrip library as
well as use of the McLean County film library cared
for by students as laboratmy experience.
The audio-visual director prepares a weekly bulJctin
for ISNU facu lty members, listing educational aids
a,·ailablc and giving information on new developments
in. audio-visual education. Faculty requests for aids,
chiefly films, total about 30 a week. Tape recorders are
being widely used as teaching aids, particularly in
speech, English, foreign language, music, special education, radio, and laboratory school classes.
Hearing La boratory
T he work of the hearing laboratory, under direction
of Dr. Glenn J. Taylor, will soon take on new aspects
when custom-made instruments arc delivered and installed in soundproof rooms of the Special Education
Building. This equipment will make possible the use of
exacting tests to analyze hearing deficiencies, the selection of hearing a ids on the basis of scientific tests of
performance for each individual, carefully controlled
sounds in auditory training procedures, and the devcloprncnt of new testing and training techniques. Of major
importance in the construction of such an instrument is
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its calibration, using an "artificial car" that provides the
standard frorn which all measurements arc made.
T he equipment to be used in the first classroom
for the deaf will be dcli,·ered and installed at about the
same time as the laboratory equipment. functionally,
the classroom unit will resemble that of the laboratory.
Pc nnancnt components of this unit include microphones,
phonograph, a nd sound motion picture projector, while
other components may be attached or added, such as
tape recorder, noise generator, and television. The
teacher will be able to select and control all sounds
from a console located at the front of the classroom.
The console also provides for remote control of the
sound motion picture projector. This fea ture will allow
the teacher to repeat any portion of the film from her
position before the class.
It is thought that when these two coordinated units
are fu nctioning, ISNU will possess equipment that will
be second to none and that may be matched in performance in only one or two private schools for the
deaf, if at all.

The Changing Sports Pattern
(continued from page 9)

athletic boards of control for the schools and if funds
arc available. Mr. H ancock feels that the heavy emphasis
on winning is a prime evil and that definite limitations
on student aid should be agreed upon by the various
conferences. Scholarships and other aids should be
handled by each school and a man participating in athletics should do justice to his school work and not be ·
given ·'something for nothing."
Alumni Give Views
Campbell (Stretch) Miller, ISNU '33, now a
sports broadcaster in St. Louis, thinks that college
alumni with an intense desire for victories as well as
college presidents and their associates who look upon
big-time sports as neccssa1y to the growth of a university arc to blame for the current situation. Games should
be played on the campus and no inducement other than
scholarships should be offered by any school, according
to Stretch. H e says that the way to get back on the right
road is to do something about the pressure to " win at
any cost."
A. G. (Frenchy) H aussler, ISNU '39, points out
that the annual Cl)' to de-emphasize athletics is a withering attack this year because of the income tax investigations, mink coats, basketball scanda ls, cribbing at West
Point, the J ohnny Bright incident, and the Kefauver
Committee. The vice-president of Bradley University
in Peoria says that there is noth ing fundamentally wrong
with football or basketball and that competitive athletics
have a proper place in a college program as do the
intercollegiate debate team and glee club. He thinks
that the NCAA with courageous leadership should have
power to enforce its rules, much in the same manner as
interscholastic athletics arc handled bv national and
state associations. H e warns that aggres;ivc action must
come from college leaders.

Education
And Its Past
$30 a month as a maximum salary
$12 a month for women teachers in
receipts in the display reveal that
charged in the elemen tary school at

for men teachers,
1859. The tuition
once tuition was
ISNU.

Globes, books, pens, pencils, slates, a school bellthese were on exhibit as school supplies of an early day.
Dioramas prepared by Miss Peikert put the old documents and school supplies in an appropriate setting.
These scenes showed the little red schoolhouse itself, the
teacher making a fire, the wate1: carrier passing the bucket, the pupils preparing for a program, a reading class in
session. Also pictured were some of the punishments in
vogue at the time, the committeeman visiting a school,
and the teacher visiting a home.

William Brigham visits the Milner Library display on the
"Old District School." He c!onatcd many of the objects in the
display, which records the history of education.

collection of historical materials on education is
A now
being assembled at the University to serve as

a permanent record of the progress of public schools in
the Middle West. The collection is in the custody of
Miss Cecilia Pcikert, University director of museums,
who is interested in establishing a collection that will
give a picture of school life during the past hundred
years. Alumni, faculty members, and local townspeople
have all made contributions of documents, school supplies, and other objects dating back as far as the midnineteenth century.
Among recent donations to the collection a re early
school materials given to the University by William
Brigham, former superintendent of schools in McLean
County. He referred to many of these materials while
writing h is recently published book, The Story of McL ean County and I ts Schools. During November the
objects which he donated were on display, along with
other materials from the University's collection, in the
show cases in the lobby of Milner Library.
Some of the papers in the display, called "The Old
District School,'' dated back as far as 1858. Visitors to
the library had a chance to sec old class schedules, with
the names of students a nd teachers and other data for
records; bills for school supplies; school board reports,
including records of school elections; report cards, and
rewards of merit, sonle of which were very elaborate
with lacy designs and pictures around the names of the
students. Also among the papers were receipts for
teachers' salaries and school treasurers' reports indicating
14

Mr. Brigham was affiliated with the county superintendent's office for 34 years, since he served as assistant
superintendent of schools for 18 years before becoming
superintendent in 1927. He retired in 1943. Mr. Brigham
was born on a farm in Blue Mound Township, where
he attended an "old district school" himself. At the
Fletcher School he was a seat mate of Walter Dill Scott,
who was graduated form University H igh School and
later became president of Northwestern University. Mr.
Brigham began his teaching career in Blue Mound
Township in 1894. H e taught in rural schools near
Bloomington for several years. Mr. Brigham attended a
number of summer sessions at ISNU beginning in 1907.
He a lso attended the winter term of 1924.
ISNU has its own place in the histo1y of public
education. The oldest state-supported institution of
higher learning in Illinois, it has a past well worthy of
recording as a focal point in the progress of education.
The museum includes a room devoted to the history of
ISNU, with documents dealing with the founding of
the University as well as many objects that once played
an important part in the life of the U niversity : early
maps of the campus, desks used by some of the first
!SNU presidents, relics from the Civil War, maps drawn
from memory by students, chairs from the first Model
School. Many of the items in this room were donated
by alumni ; others were fou nd in store rooms and attics
around the campus. H enry J anssen of Springfield, who
received in 1910 one of the first bachelor's degrees given
by the University, donated the degree to the historical
collection. Miss Charlotte Wilcox donated her master's
degree, which was the first one ever given by the University. She received it in 1945.
Materials are constantly being uncovered that shed
light on the trends in education of fo,mer years. It is
hoped that these can help educators of today both
profit by the mistakes of the past and hold on to the
true advances of that past.
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Enrollrntnc Suhk
i\) Yttr St.art,

This composite photo, taken from "Edu cation Today," publica:.ion of the Illinois state teachers collc~cs, shows bulletins issued
for alumni of the four colleges opcrntin!! under the Teachers College Bo:1r<l. Their combined circulations total about 30,000.

Alumni Council Plans Ahead
F . tion in

developments affecting higher educaIllinois as well as accomplishments which

AR-REACH INC

have had the support of the Joint Alumni Council were
discussed at a meeting in Chicago December 27. The

1nceting was the sixth annual one of the

J O I NT COUNCI L OF T HE ALUMNI
ASSOCIATIONS OF ILLI NOIS STATE
NORMAL UNIVERSITY, SO UTHERN
ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, NORTH ERN
TLLI NOIS STATE T EACHERS COLLEGE,
EASTERN ILLINOIS STATE COLLEGE,
and WEST ERN I LLINOIS STATE COLLEGE.
The 19 persons in attendance included representatives of the five alumni associations, personnel from the
alumni offices as well as college and unive rsity presi-

dents. Stewart Williams, field assistant of the Illinois
FEBRUARY,
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Education Association from Spring field, had arranged
the program as the Joint Council president, representing

Southern.
What's Ahead for Higher Education ?
Much of the d iscussion centered a round proposals
for reorganizing higher education in Illinois and legislation passed by the Sixty-Seventh General Assembly
affecting higher education.
Dr. Richard G . Browne) executive officer of the

T eachers College Board who, representing I SNU, served
as chairman of the Joint Council during the last legislative session, summarized bills passed which had the

support of the a lumni organization. These included
legislation creating a unified civil service system for state
institutions of higher education, setting up an independ-

ent T eachers College Board, improving the state scholarship program, and increasing financial support for the
teachers colleges concerned.
15

Dr. Orville Alexander, a past president of the
Joint Council representing Southern, summarized legislation supported by the alumni organization in behalf of
Southern. This made permanent the independent status
of the board governing Southern and increased financial
support of the university.
The question of whether or not one board for a ll
state institutions of higher education might be desirable
eventually in Illinois was raised by Dr. Browne as well

as by Dr. Paul Street, a past president of the J oint

have legal coordinating agencies for all higher education. She expressed the hope that the J oint Alumni
Council would continue to work as effectively in the
future as it has in the past.
New Officers for the Alumni Organization
In accordance with provisions of the constitution,

members of the J oint Council selected new officers
whose one-year terms begin the first of J uly. Positions

Council representing Northern. As chairman of a com-

rotate according to a regular plan amona member in-

mittee studying higher education in Illinois for the

stitutions; but the election of personnel ·fakes place at
the annual meeting. T he new president is Stanley Elam,

Commission on Teacher Education and Professional

Standards of the Illinois Education Association, Dr.
Street is concerned about lack of coordination in higher
education. The committee he heads has gone on record

Eastern public relations director; the vice-president,

Council, made up of p residents of the six state-supported

Miss Catherine Lange of Rockford, representing Northern; the secretary, Allan Laflin, Western public relations
director. Additional members of the executive board
include William F. Anderson, ISNU alumni relations

institutions, and the addition to this group of a repre-

director, and 11r. \.Yilliams representing Southern.

as favoring the strengthening of the H igher Education

sentative of the Chicago T eachers College. T he committee also favors the addition of some laymen to the
organization of presidents and the appointment of an

executive officer to aid its work. To date it has not
either approved or disapproved of the one-board idea
but has recommended creation of a higher education
division for the Illinois Education Association, that

would be an extra-legal unifying · force for all h igher

.. '\ \
_

.....•·

_::

f ·<:'

education.

Other members of the Joint Council expressed the
opinion that the alumni organization should be considering the overall position it wishes to take in regard

to any proposals for the reorganization of higher education. President R . G. Buzzard of Eastern was appointed chairman of a committee to clarify some specific proposals on which opinions could be obtained from
representatives of the five alumni associations making

up the Joint Council.
Alumni opinion also is to be sought regarding a

plan p roposed by representatives of Southern which
would, if approved, extend invitations for membership

in the J oint Council to the a lumni of the University of
Illinois and of the Chicago Teachers College. The
executive committee was instructed to work out some

specific proposals for implementing this plan and then
to poll the members of the J oint Council regarding the
feasibility of their adoption.

..

Unique Sta tus of the J oint Counc il
T he steps leading up to the formation of the Joint
Almnni Council and its uniqu~ status were pointed out

by Dr. Gertrude M. Hall, past officer representing
I SNU, who said that the work of the alumni organization had supplied her with some material used in the
doctoral stud y she made during I 950-51 while on a
sabba tical. The a lumni group was organized at the
suggestion of the Public Information Council formed in
1938, which is composed of public relations personnel
in the five member institutions. State and educational

HE'lWOOK OF CJ.OBS
SPONSCRED BY ALUMNI
OF FOOR COLLmES

Lines and dots &hOIII'
mee ting places this
yoar
• - ISNU clubs
• - - WISC clubs

• ---·-- N1S TC clubs
• · · ·· ··· EISC clubs

authorities recognized the need for an independent
alumni organization that could support the teachers

colleges. The study made by Dr. H all reveals that the
J oint Alumni Council not only has been very effective
in its efforts but that it is the only such organization
among st~te institutions in the 17 states which do not
16

All four colleges operating under the Teachers CoUcge Board
a re the centers of alumni intcres1. Former students gather
in many centers each year to learn about their alma matcrs
and to renew acquaintances with classmates and teachers.
Meeting plans arc worked out with college alumni offices.
THE ALUMNI QUARTERLY

Around the IS NU Campus
Activities of Faculty
Dr. Florence Davis, whose appointment as head of
the home economics department was announced previously, assumed her new duties the middle of January.
I-ler doctoral dissertation, completed in Dcccrnbcr at the
University of Chicago, was entitled, "The Education of
Southern Girls from the Middle of the Eighteenth Century Through the Antebellum Period."
Returning to the campus from a leave of absence
with the beginning of the second semester was :vfiss
Dorathy Eckelmann, who completed work for a Doctor
of Philosophy degree at the State University of Iowa.
On leave of absence for the semester is :vliss Ruth
Stroud, who is doing advanced graduate work at the
University of Southern California. :vliss Faye Mansfield,
who studied at the University of Hawaii while on leave
the first semester, now is a ttending the University of
Arizona.

A number of faculty members have had articles
published recently. Miss Alice R. Ogle is the author of
"Art Is for All C hildren" in the J anuary number of

delphia . During the holidays Dr. Helen E. Marshall
went to the rnceting of the American Historical Association in New York City, while 11:iss Zora Cernich at-

tended a folk dance school held at Berea College in
Kentucky. :vlcctings of speech associations in Chicago
drew a number from the campus to Chicago during the

holidays. Dr. Ralph A. M icken participated in a symposium of the American Forensics Association. G. Rradford Barber took part in a discussion in a section

meeting of the Speech Association of America. Edwin
G. Struck represented the University at the annual
rneeting of the National Collegiate Athletic Association

held in the middle of January in Cincinnati, Ohio. Dr.
Emma R. Knudson in late November represented the
Music Educators National Conference at the annual
meeting of the National Association of Schools of Music
in Cincinnati. Dr. Vernon L. Replogle served as a resource person in a section meeting at the national con-

fcrcncc in Boston, February 10-14, of the Association
for Supervision and Curriculum Development.

Junior Arts and Activities; Dr. Irwin Spector of "Gaspard Duiffoprougcart" in the Tovembcr issue of Sym/Jhony; Dr. Dale fl. Vetter, of a discussion of William

D . F. Templeton has been appointed a member of
the planning council for the Illinois State High School
Press Association. Reappointed recently to the educational policies committee of the Midwest Association of
College Teachers of Physical Education for Women was

\\'alsh's " I n Defense of Painting" in the December

Dr. Bernice Cooper. Now serving as second vice-presi-

number of A1odern Language Notes)· Miss Cecilia Pcikert, of "Sing a Song of Christmas" in the December
School Arts. Among other faculty contributors to current
magazines arc Dr. Miriam Gray, author of "\Vindows to

dent of Phi Delta Kappa is Floyd T. Goodier, emeritus

Physical Education" in a pamphlet called Special Event,
in the Ph,isical Education Program, published in January; Miss Eunice I-I. Speer, who reviewed 1\1cCracken's

"The Flaming Bear" for the December Library journal;
~1iss Edna E. Engberg, who described some phases of

the ISNU special education program for the I llinois
Physical Education New s in December; Dr. Gertrude

M . H all, author of "Cooperation for Teacher Education
Among State Colleges and Universities" in the January

number of the College Public R elations Quarterly, and
Dr. Chris A. DcYoung, author of "This World" in the
December Issue of Educational Leadership.
Dr. DeYoung also has made numerous talks since
his return to the campus in the fall. In J anuary he attended a meeting of the committee on international

aspects of the American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education in Washington D . C. Other meetings in the sarne city were attended recently by Dr.
Gwen Smith and D r. Norma Leavitt) who are assisting

professor of education. George Barford is the new treasurer of the lllinois Art Education Association.

Dr. J ohn A. Kinneman filed a petition in J anuary
as a Democratic candidate for the office of U . S. Representative to Congress. A p rofessor at I SNU for 25 years,
Dr. Kinneman in a statement to the press said his train•
ing in social science has intensified his interest in public
affairs and public policy. Dr. Kinneman has been active
in community affairs and has written numerous special
articles in his field as well as six textbooks.

Dr. Wallace E. McIntyre has been granted a leave
of absence beginning with the close of the school year to
enable him to accept a Fulbright award as a teacher of
economic geography for nine months at the University

of the Philippines in Quezon City, P.I. The academic
year there starts in July. Mrs. McIntyre and their 5year-o ld son will accompany him.
Two members of the music department, ~1iss Doris

H ardine and Miss \Vilma Schell, presented a piano and
clarinet recital in Capen Auditorium January 15. A
piano solo by \'Viii Headley, piano instructor, was a

with the rccodification of basketball rules for girls and
women. In Mexico City for the meetings of the World
Federation for M ental H ealth just p rior to the Christmas holidays was Dr. Christine P. Ingram. During the
holidays Dr. Nina E. Gray attended the annual meeting
of the American Association for the Advancement of

highligh t of the concert presented by the Symphony
Orchestra in student assemblies January 16. Dr. I rwin
Spector directs this ISNU music organization.

Science in Philadelphia. The thirtieth anniversary celebration of Sig ma Delta Epsilon, in which she held na-

of the physical science department on January 9. Clarence L. Cross opened the program with a series of

tional offices for five years, also took Dr. Gray to Phila-

slides showing structure o f the a tom and the way nuclear
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''Man's Use o f Atornic Energy" was the title of a
joint presentation open to the public by two members
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energy is obtained. Leroy E. M ccay re,·iewcd some current uses of nuclear energy.

Spring Meetings for ISNU Clubs
I SNU Club presidents and other officers now arc

Another attraction drawing marked signs of appreciation from spectat0rs in Capen Auditorium was
the performance given by Leon D estine, Haitian dancer,

and his troupe on January 8. Two girls and Alphonse
Cimber, celebrated drummer, accompanied Destine in
the production arranged as part of the entertainment

making plans for alumni meetings this spring throughout Illinois. Local newspapers will carry announcements

series at !$NU.

of meeting dates and complete details of the p rograms.
Clubs scheduled to meet include: Champaign, Chicago,
Christian, Ford, l roquois, K ane-Kendall, K ankakee,

Students Jlecome T eachers

Knox-\ Varren, Livingston, Macon, N!adison, M cLean,

Peoria, St. Clair-:v!onroc, Sangamon, and Tazewell.
As the Quarterly goes to press, ISl\"U alumni in
Florida arc making plans for their annual luncheon in

Twenty-one JSNU students who expect to receive
degrees in June have teaching positions beginning with

this semester. They were on the campus first semester
working to complete graduation requirements. Those
now teaching with positions held arc as follows: A va

worked out for the University Founders' Day dinner at

Louise Bailey, third grade, Urbana; Nancy Jane Brown,
speech correction, Decatur; M a,,, Elizabeth Close, primary grades, Hudson; M a,y L ouise Flessner, high school

ISNU later this month.

commerce, D onovan; H u/one Dolores Hammer, fourth

St. Petersburg on February 9. Details a lso arc being

Saturday, March 15, has been selected as the date
for the meeting of the Chicago ISNU Club. Reservations arc being rccci,·cd by the secretary, V ernon
H amilton, 333 S . 24th St., Bellwood. Tickets are $2.75
each. A reception will be held at TofTcnctti's Restaurant
(65 \V. :vlonroe) beginning at 5 p.m. with the dinner
following a t 6 p.m. Dr. Arthur W. Watterson is to tell
of his European experiences.
I S_ U Clubs already holding meetings this year include : DeWitt, Grundy, LaSalle, Ohio (Cleveland) ,
Piatt, Vermilion, and \·Viii.
Students \.Yin Awards

William Lampi of Carlock, ISNU sophomore, is
the recipient of a $200 scholarship awarded by the Illinois Congress of Parents and T eachers. Selection of the
award winner is based upon scholastic standing, character, health, and graduation from a high school having a
PTA affiliated with the ICPT. This is the 10th year
such an award has been given to an I SNU student for
use during the student's remaining semesters in the
University.

*
David L. Lampert of Grand Prairie, ISNU sophomore, was awarded the Holbert Medal in December,
presented annually by Dr. J. R. Holbert of F unk Bros.
Seed Co. for proficiency in corn studies. H e was one of

24 agriculture students taking tests to qualify for the
honor. Paul C. J ohnson, editor of Prairie Farmer, spoke
at the banquet arranged by Alpha Tau Alpha at which

grade, Springfield; Walter Carl H ermann, elementary
social studies, spelling, civics, Cambridge; Carol Elizabeth Johnson, kindergarten, Bloomington; A rthur William Johnston, high school commerce, Amboy; Jeanne
Elizabeth Jones, second g rade, Danville; M ary Lavonne
K eeney, elementary music, \Vashington; R uth Virginia.
I<om,nick, high school home economics, M etamora;

M a,,, Scott L esher, first and second g rades, Bloomington;
l<e nnet h l:.:du,.in Neubert, fifth and sixth g rades, M owea-

qua; Ernest !:lmer Olson, educable mentally retarded,
Wilmette; Earl Frederick Page, high school science,
Franklin ; Stuart L ee Pa,ine, high school social science,

health and physical education, R utland; William Edwin
R aab, eighth grade and athletics, Foosland; Elizabeth
Jane Reilly, kindergarten, Springfield ; Wayne Edward
Schaible, j unior high school industrial arts and physical
education, Effingham; Ira G eorge <,olj>her, high school
industrial arts, Clinton.
V isitors on Campus

The largest crowd in 19 years attended the annual
Administrative Round-Up at I SNU Dec. I, 1951. Two
hundred and fifty school administrators from all over
the state came to ~ Tonnal to discuss the improvement

of teacher preparation with ISNU faculty members.
President John R. Emens, Ball State Teachers College,
Muncie, Ind., opened the conference with an address
at the general session. Following his talk the group broke
up into section meetings. Supt. of Schools William R .
McIntosh of Rockford summarized g roup discussions following the luncheon in Fell H all.

*

the presentation was made.

On the ISNU Stage
Jesters, University dramatics organization, presented

"T en Little Indians" at I SNU in the late fall. The play,
based on Agatha Christie's novel, And Then There Were
None, was given in Capen Auditorium Kovcmber 30 and

December 1, u nder the direction of Miss M abel Clare
Allen. H arlan Shaw se,ved as technical director. Students and other play-goers received the production enthusiastically.
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Representatives of 29 colleges and univers,ues in
six sta tes attended the 20th annual invitational debate
tournament sponsored by Pi Kappa Delta at I SNU
January 11 and 12. Almost 300 visitors attended the
two-day affair. An I SNU team entered in the women's
championship division took fourth place. Members were.
Miss Marjorie J ohnson and Miss Martha Jacobus. Melvin Kleinau, I SNU orator, was one of 20 students given
excellent ratings in original oratory. Dr. F. L. D.
Holmes was in charge of the tournament while Dr.
Ralph M icken d irects University forensics.
THE A L U MNI Q U ARTERLY

·IsNU Publicati?ns Available

University publications for this year available to
persons interested so long as the supply lasts include the
:September and December issues of Teacher Education
as well as the September and January numbers of the
Bulletin.
The September issue of T eacher Education is devoted to a discussion of home economics education. Prepared by the staff of the University home economics department, it describes the philosophy of the University
home economics program. The implementation then is
described in eleven different articles dealing with such
subjects as curriculum development, scope of activities,
the laboratory school program.
The use of the survey in business education is the
theme of the December number. Two comprehensive
investigations comparing the findings of follow-up surveys with school programs arc reported in detail. The
first, titled " A Study of the Business Education Program
at Illinois State Normal University," by Dr. Margaret
Peters, pertains to the curriculum of ISNU as the curriculum affects the students preparing to teach business
subjects.

LAST

T he second, "A Follow-up Study of Graduates of
University High School," by Miss Mary Webb, is a comparison of follow-up data of former students of University H igh School with the business offerings of the
school. These survey reports may serve as guides concerning the scope of the data to be obtained and procedures which may be used in comparing information
obtained from former students with the program of the
school.
ISNU fie ld services are described in the September
Bulletin. The November Quarterly carried a detailed
description of this publication on its What's New by
Departments page.
The J anuary Bulletin takes the title "Problems of
Teacher Education" in a report of the sessions of the
nineteenth annual Round-Up of school administrators of
Central Illinois held annually in December.
Another recent publication of the University is
Abstracts of Theses of students who received master's
degrees in June and August. T his is the fourth collection of such abstracts. Arranged chronologically, this
compilation makes available digests of the research projects completed as partial requirement for the advanced
degree.

CHANCE!

IF YOU HAVEN'T PURCHASED YOUR COPY OF THE 1952
ISNU APPOINTMENT BOOK, THIS IS YOUR LAST OPPORT UNITY - ORDER YOUR COPY OF THIS BEAUTIFUL
PICTURE CALENDAR APPOINTMENT BOOK TODAY - 55
UNIVERSITY AND CAMPUS VIEWS- SPACE TO KEEP
YOUR APPOINTMENTS DAY BY DAY FOR 1952 - PRICE
ONLY $1.00.
SEND YOUR ORDER TOALUMNI OFFICE
ISNU
NORMAL, ILLINOIS

FEnRUARY,

J952
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REDBIRD SPORTS SCENE
Zook, M oore, Swart'.lbaugh, Tatman, Goff, Harnilton, and Lacey are na mes which suggest R edbird baske tba ll of 20 years ago. But they were on the lineup for
a game played J a n. 28, 1952. The g roup in the picture
o n this page along with Frank Olivieri, Charles Beck,
Dea n Burridge, Dick Baldrini, and Re x Kinsinger made
up the IS.' U alumni team which played a team of
similar ,·intagc from lllinois \,Vcslcyan University for a
~ 1l arch of Dimes benefit in the \.Yes1cyan gymnasium.
The score (60-48 for the R edbirds ) was for one
time secondary in importance in an JSNU-\·V cslcyan
encounte r while the $830 ne tted for the polio fund made
the sports headlines. ] ' he c rowd was treated to many
laug hs and sc,·cral antics whic h sti rre d u p memories of
other Redbird hardwood teams. R edbird Coach Pim
Goff with 14 points was the hig h man for both teams,
and e,·cry playe r but one counted points for the ISNU
cause. Goff, who is still the thi rd highest scorer in
school history, played with both the young and lessyoung combinations.
This alumni tea m m ay have been inspired by the
J anuary 16 ,·ictory of the 1952 R edbirds over their
ne ig hboring rivals by an 86-68 count. 'T'hc game, played
in M cCormick G yrn, \\'as one in which records of all
kinds we re changed. Bill SarYer establishe d a new !Sl\U
single game mark at home, with 30 points to top Frank
Olivie ri 1 s 28 against Great Lakes in Fe bruary, 1944.
The combined total of 154 for both team s was 22 points
more than the two teams have scored previo usly, and
the 86 for the R edbirds was 16 points a bo,·e any prev-

ious single game total for e ither team. The 68 for theTitans " 'as also the hig hest point tcltal reached by a
losing team in an JS 1 U-\o\'cslcyan game. J-fowcvc r,
Februa ry 13 brings the return game in this unpredictable series with Wesleyan having the home court ad,·anta~c t h is time.
The R edbird basketball , ·arsity, still in the runn ing
for a good position in the final ]]AC standings, missed
the big chance by inc hes when defeated 81-80 by E astern in an early conference g·amc played in 1'1cCormick
Gymnasium. Coach Pim GoIT's men arc e njoying the
most consistent season in years for a R e dbird h a rdwood
team a nd have won 12 of their first 16 games. Statis tics
point o ut that the Goffmc n ha"e not been beaten
decisively during the season thus far, with only 10
points making up t he m a rgin of loss in the four ga mes.
dropped to Dc Pauw, Easte rn, C entral ?vlichigan, and
Millikin.
The losses to De Pauw and Millikin came in D ecember while the Goffmcn were winning over I o wa
Wesleyan, Platteville ( Wis.) , C e ntral Michigan, Michigan ~ormal, Eureka, Quincy, and LaCrosse ( \iVis. ) .
During the January part of the schedule wins were
put in the records o,·er \Vayland ('f ex. ), Michigan
Nonnal. ,,vcsleyan, Eure ka, and Northe rn, while the
two games lost we re those played with Easte rn and
Central 1V1ichigan.
Sarne Five Sta rts i1ost Gam es
Few changes have been made by Goff in the
H onsbruch, scnio l' from Peotone, and Al Austin, K ankakee senior. H onsbruch has passed the I ,000 rnark to

CoJ.ch Joe Cogdal introduces the ISNU alumni team which competed in the March of Dimes benefit game January 28 against
a team of \Vcslcyan alumni at Wesleyan. All of the men shown played for Cogdal during the 22 years that he was head
b:,.sketball co:i.ch. Seen left to righ t arc Uick Baldrini, Dick Lacey, M ar"in Hamilton, Pim Goff, H arold Swartzbaugh, Leslie
Moore, J im Tatman, G len Moore, Roland Zook, and Coach Cogdal. O thers who played in the game but arc not shown in the
pictu re include: Rex Kinsinger, Dean Burridge, Frank O livieri, Charles Beck, and Frank C hiodo. Scoring contributions by all
Redbirds brought about a 60-48 '1ictory for JSNU in the struggle.
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"become the hig hest scorer in Redbird h istory. H e is
averaging 15.5 points per game for the season while
Austin, playing his first year as a fu1l-time regular, has
a game average which is almost identical. Top score
man for Gorr is Soohomore Bill Sarver who has a

16.2 average through scoring 260 points in the 16
·games played thus far. Tom Molloy, regular starting
g uard along with Sarver, is carrying a seven-point

vitational December 15. Following the ISNU men were
Jllinois Tech, Wheaton, Navy Pier, :Marquette, Milwaukee Extension, and \.Vestcrn. Dual competition in

January brought Redbird victories over Western (29-5 )
and Northern ( I6- 10 ) .
Eligibility was the main foe of the varsity wrestlers

as Coach Hill lost two regulars at the turn of the
semester in Dan Judy, undefeated 123 pound repre-

average although he is primarily a rebounder and playmaker for the !SN U men. Center duties have been
shared by Don Richard, junior from Kankakee, and

sentative from Potomac, and Chris Kobcll, Elgin fresh-

Jim Jonc°s, Springfield, freshmatl. Howc,·er, Jones became ineligible for the second semester part of the

as one of the best varsity men for the Redbirds.
The wrestling squad for the February I and 2

schedule.
Go~d reserve work has been done for the R edbirds
bv _I uniors Don Trimble, Hoopeston, a nd LeRoy Eicken
of Bismarck. Both have played in almost all of the
games thus far. Freshman Ed Hayes of Bradley has
worked as a reserve center and may get more of a

chance for the late part of the schedule since Jones
has bee n lost by elig ibility. Two freshman guards have
a lso worked their way up to the traveling squad after

coming through in good form for the Redbird B team.
They are Dewayne Davis of Normal and Jim Olivero,
Decatur. Bob Nelson, Hoopeston senior, is the other
r:-icmbcr of the varsity squad.
T he Redbirds have a high team average for 1,213
poin ts scored in 16 contests for 76 per game. The average per game for opponents is 61.5 The Goffmen have
scored 75.7 per game in six conference games to be
second in this department only to Eastern's 88 per
game. Bill Sarver was third in the IIAC in individual

scoring at the time of the first report with 16.1 points
per game and Don Richard had a 46 per cent average
in field goal shooting for second honors in this department. The l{cdbirds arc topped only by Eastern in field
goal shooting percentages but arc behind both Eastern
and Northern in the free throw department.
Coach Ed Struck's B basketball men have a 5-3
record now, with the undefeated Joliet Junior College
the 11:ain thorn on the schedule. Decisive losses to the
.Joliet men at home and away and a one-point defeat

by Wcsleyan's reserves make up the loss column while
the Struckmcn have won over the reserves froln Millikin, Eastern, a nd Northern in single games and show
two wins over Lincoln J unior College. Davis and
Olivero. now with the varsity squad, have starred with
the reserves. Other men who survived the first semester arc Jim \,Vicgand, Freeport; George Zigman,
Taylorville: Bob Anderson, Oakford, and Jim Ewen,

Sheldon.
Wrestlers Have Heavy February Card
A challenging February schedule will decide the
fortunes of Coach Eugene 1-Till's varsity wrestlers, defending champions of the \.Yheaton In vitational and

IIAC tournaments. The g rapplers have seven dual meets
on the February calendar before the Wheaton Invitational February 23 and the IIAC tournament which is
scheduled for · March I in McCormick Gym on the
ISNU campus. The only December clash for the Redbird wrestlers came when the Hillmen o utpointed seven

other teams for first place honors at the Navy Pier InFEBRUARV,
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man who had taken over the 177 pound spot. Judy,
champion of his division at the Navy Pier affair, rated

matches against Arkansas State at Jonesboro and

Southern Illinois at Carbondale was made up of the
me~ Coach H ill will count on for the dual meets and
tournaments ahead. Dick Bruno, Blue Island freshman,
gets a chance at the 123 pound spot where Judy was
a lette rman and two-year veteran. Charles Grosch,
junior from Elmwood Park, is the I 30 pound entry and
senior Eddie Wilde, H illside, is now the 137 candidate
for the Redbirds. Frank Hinds, Maywood senior and
high school teammate o f VVilde at Maywood Proviso,

has kept the 147 pound position all season. George
E<>ofske of Oak Forest, the only remaining undefeated
n1~mbc r of the squad, is taking good care of the 157
division. Gene Hoffman, Belvidere sophomore who was
a linebacker for the football Redbirds, gets first call
at the 177 pound spot vacated by Kobell. Fred Krause
of Chicago, another football regular, is now Hill's top
choice at heavyweight.
Roger Francour, freshman from Marionette, \·Vis.,
rated the F ebruary trip as a utility man in the middk
divisons. Others who have been taking an active part

in the mat sport this season arc Carl Black, Bloomington; Dale Pierre, Champaign, and Don Layne, Crystal

Lake. The Interstate Conference meet here March I
will bring together all of the Illinois members o f the
league although Central Michigan and Michigan Norn-.al do not sponsor teams in the mat sport.
Swimmers Score Firs t \ Vin
The Redbird swinm1ing team, coached by Graduate Student Bob Pornrcnkc, made history in this sport
fanuary 29 with a 60-2 I victory over the \.Vcstern

illinois tankmen. This was the first victory for the
Redbirds in the three years that ISNU has had a varsity
swimming schedule. Ace for the ISNU men is George
F lickin«cr,

a

junior from

Bloomington, who

was

clockcl in 57.7 for the 100 yard freestyle and in 2:38.5
for the 220 yard freestyle in the meet with Western.
Roger HuITord, a freshman from Bloom!ngton, _w3:s
a lso a double winne r in the same meet. Celio Bong1ani.
Chicago; Jerry Curl, Paris; and Jim Dumont, Staunton,
are others that have looked good thus far this season

for Pomrenke. The Redbird tankmen have lost to Bradley and Illinois Tech up to this time.
Spring sports plans are already in the air with a
spring vacation tour being scheduled for the baseball
and golf teams starting April 4. The d iamondmen will
play the usual circuit with Pensacola, Fla., the southcrnP.:OSt point of the trip. A new University bus pur-

chased last year makes it possible for both teams to
travel together for the early part of the schedule.
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Remember When?
Time Marches O n
Possibly some of our readers may consider the
Grammar Department of the University a very small
item of the school, but on the contrary, let us impress
upon you its importance.

The Grammar School is a part of the Training
School for the pupil-teachers from the Normal Department. lt is also a preparatory school for those pupils who
arc intending to enter the .Kormal or High chool
Department.
The Grammar School consists of the Seventh,
Eighth, and Preparatory grades.
The work of the Seventh and Eigh th grades is for
those who arc intending to enter the High School. The
Preparatory Course is for those who are to enter the
:--'ormal Department.
The Grammar School is under the immediate supervision of Principal John W . Hall, most of whose teaching is with the Eighth grade.
The Grammar School is objected to by some, on
account of its being taught by pupil-teachers although
the pupils have paid tuition; but these pupil-teachers
are under the supervision of an experienced and competent training-teacher, Prof. Metcalf, who has been

connected with the Nom,al School for nearly thirty
years.
We can see no valid reason for objecting to these
teachers, who, after they leave the Normal School, go
out and command wages ranging from fifty to one
hundred and twenty-five dollars per month.
Last term the pupils organized and successfully
carried on a military company which was commanded

and drilled by H. P. Sanders, of the Grammar Department. It was re-organized this term, under the captaincy

of Thos. W. T ipton, a pupil of the High School. The
organization of this company is due chiefly to the efforts
of the Grammar School pupils.
Formerly the Grammar Department occupied the
room in the Northeast corner of the University building,
on the first floor, but at the beginning of the Spring
term of '92 it was removed to the new building north of
the old one, which was built especially for the t raining
work.

The room that the Grammar Department now occupies is somewhat larger and a great deal pleasanter

than the one it formerly occupied. It is capable of seating
about one hundred and forty pupils. At the present time
there arc one hundred enrolJed, the largest number ever

enrolled in the Spring term.
The tuition in the Grammar D epartment is twentyfive dollars for the year.
It is to be regretted that this is Mr. Hall's last term
as principal of this department. For the last two years
he has filled the position in a highly satisfactory manner,

both to the other members of the Faculty and to the
pupils who have been under him. H e now resigns his
position in order to pursue his studies abroad.

-The Index, 1892
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Half a Century Ago
Section A! What a mass of recollections, of battles,.
of victories, of doubts and fears, bound up in that little ·
title! When we entered school, many of us just from the
country, we looked forward with great expectations to •
the time when we would be known as 11Section A," the
g reat and worthy seniors. Even the facul ty recognize
our grcatncss1 calling us the "cream" of the school, -

tho one member of the faculty says that "cream" is
sometimes called "skum."
\Ve have in our ranks vocalists, musicians, debators,

orators, and politicians. To defend us from the onslaughts of our enemies we have our Champion ; then
too, as is found in all organized industries, we have our
Foreman, who looks after us, seeing that we have enough

to do,-tho this is not a very difficult task, our faculty
look after that part. Some persons, maliciously inclined,.
may say we are Green, but for that we do not care.

O thers may say we a rc too Gay, but that is to be expected from such young ( ?) people as compose Section
A, the Moore the merrier, you know.
In our varied and wide experiences, we have learned
that there is unity in everything, even in Section A, tho
within th.is unity there is great diversity. In one thing
we arc united,- that Rosenkranz is a treacherous river

to wade through. After passing this difficult point of ourjourney we are ready to take a quiet rest and breathe
with a little more freedom.
Soon we shall leave our dear old Alma Mater, yet
we shall not forget her, nor the many pleasant times we

ha vc had under her protecting care; and we shall be
glad to retrace our footsteps, and visit her again in future
years, to gain new inspiration for our life work. Then
when we meet in future years
"VVc'll drink a cup o' kindness yet

For Auld Lang Sync."
and recall those many (ond remembrances of our life
as Section A.
- The Index, 1902
"Glory Hast Thou"
I , the Spirit of Illinois State Normal University,
have witnessed many changes through many years. The
University was founded February 18, 1857. It was the
first state normal school to be established in the Mississippi Valley and the ninth to be founded in the United
States. The Main Building is the oldest state nmmal
school building in use in the Nation; and though it may
possess features no longer included in planning buildings
for similar purposes, yet Old Main through those vc1y

To refresh your memory of events and people
connected with ISNU the " Q uarterly" brings
you pictures from the past as well as excerpts

from publications of other days. Do you remember the people a nd the events?
THE ALUMNI QUARTERLY

· features stands as a proud monument to those far.sighted

Illinois p ioneers who because of their wisdom and pro. gressive spirit acted out at an early day their belief in
the cause of common school education.
I have given inspiration to more than thirty.five
hundred 1nen and women who after graduation have
gone forth with a desire to aid others in gaining a fuller

control of the values of life. Thousands of others, too,
during somewhat limited periods of instruction have
gained a broadened vision of the aims and a more com•
pletc mastery of the art of teaching.

Education is a psychical process. Its focal point is
the reaction of mind upon mind. I ts aim is to help one

" President H . A. Brown will ha,·e been the head of
Illinois State Normal University for exactly one year
next , vednesday, July 1, for it was just a year ago from
that date that he first came here from the State T eachers
College, Oshkosh, Wisconsin, to take up his new duties.
Those students attending this term who have not been
in attendance during the past three regular terms, can

hardly be aware of the progress a nd optimism that have
abounded on the campus of Old Normal d uring the
past year.
" Probably each student is aware that I.S.N.U.
gained the highest rating with the North Central Association just last M arch; a goodly number know that the

generation to kno w, to use, and to improve its social

year just closed was greater in athletics than

heritage from the generation preceding.
people have made it. They who come and later depart
more fit as members of society have contributed to this

year in the school's history, the Little Nineteen championship in basketball being outstanding; Old Normal's
good reputation in intercollegiate forensics was again
upheld ; probably these facts are known by the new-

g lory; and still richer grows the contribution as the

comers this first summer term, but they cannot be aware

subsequent years fi nd them ever rendering worthy ser-

of the atmosphere that has been prevalent on the campus. To express this we wish to quote from an editorial
'The Future of Our School' which appeared in this
column but a few weeks ago. 'The year 1930-31 has been

The glory of our Alma M ater is what many, many

vice unto others. And many who no longer serve by

their present labors have left beh ind an impress of standards and ideals that in the future years will still help
form the soul of the U niversity.

"They serve well their school who help to bring
about a school improved ; yet they serve best who aid
in having a school that is not merely improved- but
improving."

-

The Index, 1922

3 11)'

previous

one of reorganization, of achievement, and of the in~
fusion of new blood ; a year, in short, that marks the
opening of a new era in this institution. T he spirit on

our campus this year has been a youthful one, despite
the fact that O ld Normal is three-quarters of a century
old. The atmosphere has been such as to make one not
only hopeful, but confident of a bigger future. We arc
a school conscious of the latent possibilities of a fuller
development.'

Onward, Ever O nward

Believing that the spirit of the student body is the
best indication of the school's effectiveness we wish
alumni to rea d the following editorial which appeared
in the Vidette, June 29, 1931. The title of the article was,
,:A Year of Prog ress."

"Such has been the first twelve months of President
Brown's administration. We believe that high hope for
the future is justified, that Old Normal will be one of
those institutions that will lead in making teaching the
efficient, effective force that it must be in our modern
age."

A lumni Quarterl1•, February 1932

The new 1raining school .
that is, haH a century ago . . .
Some of you will remember it
:ts the training school, others
as the Li brary . . . To-day?
Nor1h Hall .
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Poker Game Continues
An interview with Prof. C. A. Harper appeared in
the Vidette of November I 6. With the thought that
Quarterly readers will be interested in knowing of his
views we arc reprinting the article as written by Miss
Henrietta Trapp.
.
.
" The Ethiopian situation merely bnngs to hght the
same poker game that has been going on in Europe for
years," was the opinion of Mr. C. A. H arper, of the s~ctal
science department when interviewed on the subJcct.

Mr. Harper believes that the situation is not one of the
League against Italy, ~ut of each. nation's work for its

own selfish interests. 1 he League ,s merely a tool.
"Italy," Mr. Harper stated, "resents England's hypo-

critical attitude since she knows that England as well
as France and Japan has many times used th_c ~caguc to
her own advanta<tc." Italy's attack on Ethiopia makes

England fear coltnial insecurity in the Mediterranean.
No matter what the outcome, Mr. Harper feels that the
episode will be a blow to both_treaties and _th~ Le~gue.
" I t is a foregone conclus1on that Eth1op1a w1l( lose
te rritory," hr said. "Eng land and France see m sat1sfic?
with their gains in the \,\forld \•Var and want to cqmt
playing'.''

Mr. Harper believes that England will not fight
Italy u nless Mussolini makes an unprovoked attack u_p~~
a British possession or man-of-war. Most o( Mussohm s
rash statements are for "home consumption" and meant
to a rouse Italian sen timent.

" Hitler is the key man, however, and is the factor
that may cause disaster." M r. H arper e~p_lained that
should this come about, France would JOIIl Eng l_and

a lthough the relationship there is only_ " lukewarm" smcc

The Student War Activities Board organizes the·
student group participation in the war effort. Members.
are faculty chairman Miss Bernice Tucker, Miss Ruth
Stroud, Mr. Ray Stombaugh, student chairman Marie·
McKee, Bernice Danforth, and H erbert Roberts.
The Community War Service Board does its share
to build up the morale of the community and to assist
in the stimulation of interest and understandmg of the
war effort. The board members are faculty chairman
Mr. J ohn Carrington, Miss Alice Ebel, Mr. Charles
Harper, student chairman Robert Hurdle, Mary Carolyn
Goodier, and Glenn H. Johnson.
The War R ecords Board contacts and keeps com-•
pletc files of the former l.S.N.U. students who are n~w
in the service. This board is composed of faculty chair-.
man Mrs. Gertrude Hall, Miss Alta Day, Miss Elsie
Brenneman, Dean Lillian Barton, M r. Thomas Douglass, Miss Ellen Sorenson, Mr. Ralph Linkins, student
chairman Gilbert Wilkinson, Helen Coles, and Charles
Thomas.
The Government Relations and Americanism Board
works closely with such o rganizations as the Ame rican

Legion, the D.A.R ., and the Red Cross. Members arc
faculty chairman Mr. T homas Douglass, Miss Lucille L.

T asher. Miss Ruth Zimmerman, Mr. Edward Cole, Mr.
Wayne' Sherrard, student chairman Elston Roady, Eileen
Weber and Robert Von Bergen.
The Curricular Adjustments Board is working with
the V-1 and V-7 curricula that are being set up. Members are facultv chairman M r. Goodier, M r. Gooding,
Miss Thielen, ;tudcnt chairman Phil Porter, Madalyn
Harris, and Dick Dorsey.
- Th e Index, 1942

t 9 24 . At this time, France was fcelmg insecure and asked
Ena-land's assistance in the treaties for mutual assistance
and in the Geneva protocol, which was to define an
aggressor nation; En(Yland refused to commit herself.
"Both Enaland : nd Italy, however/' h e concluded,

"are looking f~r the opportunity to give i_n gradually."
Mr. Harper stated that his mtcrpretat1on was g1ve_n
from a historical v iewpoint rather than from the basic
su rface news.

- Alumni Quarter!),, February 1936

T en Years Have Passed
The war program on this campus is the combined
effort of students and facu lty members. With the War
Service Council as the coordinating factor, the re h ave
been seven \•\lar Service boards established.
~rhc \Var Funds Board supervises drives for war

funds and handles any surplus money which organizations or individuals might wish to invest for war pur-

poses. Members of this board are faculty chairman M~.
H. H. Schroeder, Miss H ubcrta Clemans, Mr. Floyd 1.
Goodier, Mr. Lawrence I rvin, student chairman, James

Finley, Betty Banker, and Graham Whipple.
The War Literature and Library Board gathers
!>upplemcntary reading material and source rn~terial f?r

the library. Faculty chairman Mrs. Laura Pricer, Miss
Eleanor Welch, Mr. Russell Glasener, student chairman
Mary Kay Herrman, Dee Norton, and Lowell Walters
compose this board.
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Commencement time is reunion time
. . . June 7, 1952 . . . Pbn your
trip 10 the campus now.
THt-:
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Where?

Who?

When?

In the past only one pic ture has been used in the \VHO? \ VH EN? WHERE? department, bu t this issue presen ts the readers
with three p roble ms. If you can id cntily any one of these pi~turcs, or all th ree, send th e information to the Alumni Office.
FEBRUARY,
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COMPLETED CAREERS
Mrs. Francis A. Brode (Adella M. 0 . H anna ) died
in Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 7, 1951, at the age of 94.
Yirs. Brode was a member of the JSNU faculty from
1886 to 1894. H er husband was a former student of
TSNU and his brother Francis Brode {diploma 1888)
was kind enough to supply the Quarterly with this information.

Mrs. Charles Conklin (Nettie Dahl, d iploma 1893)
died in Seattle, Wash., Nov. 11, 1951. A resident of
Kankakee since l 909, she was visiting a daughter in
Seattle when she became ill and died there. Mrs. Conklin
had taught school for a number of years before moving
to Kankakee.
·X·

*

Mrs. Everett K. Parret (Mary Wierman, 1894)
died Nov. 15, 1951 at Brokaw H ospital, Normal, where
she had been a patient for two weeks. She was 77.
Funeral services were held at the Stubblefield and Son
~ilcmorial Home in rormal with burial in Eastlawn
M emorial Park Ce~etery. Mrs. Parret attended the Columbia College of Expression in C hicago as well as
JSNU. She was married in 1903 and with her husband
came to Normal in 1915. Mr. Parret passed away a year
ago. M rs. Parrct was active in public work and ,.vas a
member of local civic groups for 35 years. She participated in Chautauqua programs and was known as a
reader and book reviewer. Four children, all graduates
of JSNU, survive. They a re : Mrs. T. S. Washburn
(Jeanne Parret, degree 1935) , R.R. 1, Normal ; Ned
Parret (degree 1937), Polo; Kenneth Parret (degree
1928) and Miss Margaret Parret (degree 1941 ) , both at
home. Miss Margaret Parret is a member of the JSNU
faculty.

*

Orville M. Karraker (diploma 1899) died in
Dixon Dec. I6, I 95 I. Funeral services were held in
Dongola. Mr. K arraker was a member of the University
of Jllinois Board of Trustees from 1933 to 1945 and a
former president of the H arrisburg First National Bank.
He served on the board of education at Harrisburg for
15 vears and was principal of the Harrisburg H igh
Sch~ol for two years. He was a lso a member of the Univcrsity Retirement System and served as a director of
the lllinois Sta te Teachers R etirement System with an
office in Spr ingfield.

·•

*

W illiam Miner ( 1900) , M t. Vernon superintendent
of schools for 21 years, died at Okawville Nov. 21, 1951.
He was born in 1859 in Shelby County and had been a
resident of Mt. Vernon for 44 years. H e also seived a
term as J efferson County superintendent of schools. Mr.
Miner attended Columbia University, Drake U niversity,
and the University of Jllinois as well as JSNU. H e is
survived by his wife and one brother.
«·

·X.

·X·

Miss Anna Croskey (1901 -1904) of Bloomington
died in Mennonite H ospital on Nov. 11, 1951, after a
month's illness. She was born on March 18, 1868, in
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West Township, a daugh ter of H enry and Rachel H amilton Croskey. For a number of years she taught in the
rural schools of McLean County and the LeRoy Public
Schools, later moving to Bloomington where she was
principal of the Abraham Lincoln School until her retirement. Miss Croskey was a member of the Unitarian
Church, treasurer of the Women's Alliance, a member
of the Woman's Club, Delta Kappa Gammma, the
Garden Club, Daughters of the American R evolution,
and a charter member of the Community Players. I n
1946 she was awarded a distinguished service scroll by
the Lincoln Parent Teachers Association. Surviving is
one sister, Mrs. P. D. Barnum, LeRoy.
Yiiss I sabelle Gannon (1904, 1905, 191 3-1914,
I 9 I 6 ) passed away at the home of her sister in Gibson
City on Dec. 8, 1951. She had been ill for three years.
Miss Gannon was born J uly 20, 1882 at LeRoy. After
graduating from LeRoy High School and attending·
I SNU, she taught school in Ford and McLean Counties
for many years. H er sister, Miss Nella Gannon, survives.

*
George /J)'l·on Garriso11 ( 1906, 1907, 1908-1909,
I925) died at the age of 6 I in the Southern M emorial
Hospital, Las Vegas,
rev., on Nov. 26, 1951.
He was born in 1890 at Pearl, the son of Dr. George
Bolar Garrison and Lucinda Forkner Garrison. His
father was among the early pioneer doctors in western
lllinois. Mr. Garrison was married on Oct. 12,
1911, to Beryl! Draper of Pearl, and they were the
parents of five sons. H e began his teaching career at
the age of I 6 and taught in the Pearl schools for
over 30 years. All his life was spent in the Pearl
community except when h e attended JSNU and the
University of Colorado at Boulder. After reti1ing from
the teaching field, he became postmaster in Pearl and
la ter retired to devote the rest of his life to the ministry.
H e was ordained a Christian minister on April 27, 1950,
and had been serving the congregations regularly at
I ndependence and Green Pond. Mr. Garrison was a
former president of the Mississippi Valley Teachers
Association and a member of the Masonic and OddFellows Lodges.

Mrs. Rudy H. Lloyd (Enda M cCa,1,,, 1914, 1915,
1916, 1918) of Bloomington died January 9 at the
Mennonite Hospital following a lingering illness. A
graduate of F resno, Calif., State Teachers College in
1918, Mrs. Lloyd taught school for nine years in
Riverton, Loami, and Springfield. She was married
to Rudy H . Lloyd of Bloomington in 1921 in Peoria
and moved to Bloomington the next year. She became
interested in Parent Teacher Association activities in
1918 and for the more than 30 years since then, took
a leading part in the organization. She was president
of the Bloomington-. 'ormal PT A Council, president
of the Bloomington H igh School PTA, director of
District VJ, and in 1950 became secretary of the
TH E ALUMNI Q U ARTERLY

Illinois Congress of Parents and Teachers. She was
presented life memberships in the ICPT and the
National Congress in recognition of her long service.
Further tribute was accorded her just a few weeks prior
to her death when the Bloomington High School PTA
:sent the State Congress $100 in h er honor for a scholarship fund and also sent $100 to the National PTA
.building fund for the Illinois room. Mrs. Lloyd was on
the boards of the county cancer, tuberculosis and infantile paralysis societies and was active in the Community

Chest. Her husband, her mother, a brother, and two
children survive her.
Mrs. Lloyd V. Kiesling ( Grace L ee, 1922) passed
away Nov. 16, 195 1 in Deaconess H ospital, Lincoln. She
had been a resident of Armington for many years. Mrs.
Kiesling was born Feb. 12, 1895 near Stanford, the
youngest child of John and Celia Beeler Lee. She was
_graduated from Stanford High School in 1913 and after
attending ISNU, taught in several rural schools near
Stanford and Gibson City. She was married in 1918 at
Pekin, and while her h usband was in the first World
War, she taught at Mt. Olive. After her husband's discharge from the Army, they went to Armington where

they have since lived. U ntil October of 195 l they owned
a nd operated Kiesling's general store.

*

*

*

Ora G. Kirkpatrick ( 1922-1924) of F rankfort, Ind.,
died Oct. 19, 1951 of a cerebral hemorrhage. After attending ISNU, h e taught in Champaign County schools
for three years and in 1900 moved to a farm near
Frankfort, I nd. H e was a member of the Frankfort
M ethodist Church board of trustees and of a ll the
Masonic bodies, Shrine a nd Scottish Rite Clubs, of
Clinton County. H e is survived by his wife, a daughter,
and two sons.

Mrs. Frank Cody (Mae A. Clenney, 1928, 1947) of
Dwight had been a patient at St. Mary's H ospital in
Streator for three weeks before her death on Dec. 23,
I 95 I. She was a teacher in a Grundy County rural
school at the time she became ill. Mrs. Cody was born
in Braidwood and spent most of her life in a nd around
that town and \·Vilmington, moving to Dwight after her
marriage in 1946. Her husband survives her.
·X·

·>I-

Miss Frances Oxford (degree 1928) , a teacher in
the Pontiac city schools for 20 years, d ied in St. J ames
H ospital there on Dec. 8, 1951. She had retired from
teaching in 1945. Miss Oxford was a member of the
Orde r of the Eastern Star, which otganization conducted
the funeral services.

Mrs. Edward J. Keup (Clara Mae M cCartey,
1930, 1935, 195 l ) of Roberts was killed in an automobile
accident Oct. 20, I 951. .Y!rs. Keup was born in M cLean,
the daughter of Paradise and Virginia .Y!cCartey. Her
parents moved to Melvin when she was a girl, and she
attended school there. She was graduated from the
.Y!elvin High School in 1903 when sh e was 16 years
old and began teaching immediately. She taugh t for 15
FEBRUA RY,
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years in Ford, Livingston, a nd K ankakee Counties. She
began teaching at R oberts in 1918 and taught there
until I 949. Since then she had taught the upper grades
at Thawville.
Mrs. Percival G. J ones ( A nna Loveless, 1931-193,f)
died Oct. 30, 1951 at Burnham Hospital, Champaign,
after a two-month illness. She had lived in Champaign
for the last 50 years, moving there from the BellflowerSaybrook community.

*

·X·

*

A former resident of Kenney, Glenn ,1,J,,ers ( degree
1933) died Dec. 9, 1951, in a hospital at Denton, T ex.
He is survived by his wife, two daughters, three brothers,
and one sister.

*
Maurice ClaJ,per (deg ree 1938) died Dec. 2, 1951
in the Paxton Communit)' Hospital. Tlasketball coach
and commercia l instructor in the Paxton High School at
the time of h is death, Mr. Clapper had previously been
on the DeLand High School faculty for JO years. H e received a master's degree from the University of Illinois

in 1944. H e began his teaching career at Alvin Township High School in 1929. Mr. Clapper was a member
of the M ethodist Church and Masonic Lodge and had
been active in recreation and community affairs. The

Paxton High School was dismissed at noon on the day
of his funeral as a token of respect, and members of his
basketball squad attended the funeral in a body.
·*
*
*
M iss Ethel Gertrude SteJ,he7lS (diploma 1907 ), assistant professor of history emerita at ISNC, died of
a heart attack Tuesday, January 15, after becoming
suddenly ill while attending a public meeting. M iss
Stephens was born in Murphysboro in 1876, a daughter
of R. J. a nd Addie M. Gall Stephens. She came to
!S:-.1U in 19 I9, serving as a history teacher in the
U niversity High School from that date until her retirement in 1945. She had previously taug ht in the
Murphysboro Grade School ( 1894-1905 ) , Pittsfield High
School ( 1908-1914) , Griggsville H igh School ( 19151916) , and El Paso H igh School ( 1917-1919) . She also
served as high school principal at Griggsville. :\1iss
Stephens held an A. B. deg ree from the University of
Illinois, an A. ~1. degree from Columbia University, and

had also studied at the University of Chicago a nd the
Uni,·ersity of Colorado. H onorary professional organizations to which she belonged included Phi Beta Kappa,
Kappa Delta Pi, and Pi Ganuna Mu. Among other
groups of which she was a member were the Illinois
and National Councils for the Social Studies; American
Association of University \Vomcn; American Association

of University Professors; League of \\'omen Voters; the
lllinois, :\1ississippi Valley, and Historical Associations.
She belonged to the First :\1ethodist Church in Normal.
Surviving arc a sister, ?-.frs. Ralph Sabine, ~1urphysboro,
and a brother, Paul, of Chicago.
·X·

·if

-:,;.

R onald Fred Davis, 18-year old TSNU freshman,
was killed instantly January 14 when the car in which

he was riding skidded a nd struck a concrete wall. H e
was the son of Mr. and :\1rs. F red Davis of Randol ph.
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A note from 0. '.\1. Dickerson (diploma 1899) to Dr. Richard G. Browne,
tells of an article printed in the J uly,
I 9j I issue of The Sou1h Atlantic Quarterly which Mr. Dickerson wrote. Titled
"The Attempt to Extend British Customs Controls Over Intercolonial Commerce by Land," it deals with ;rn important episode in Maryland history on the
eve of the American Revolution. Mr.
Dickerson is :tlso the .1u thor of a volume
broug ht out recently by the Unive1·sity
of Pennsylvania Press called Naviga tion

Acts and the American Rc"olu1ion.
Mrs. Charles S. llcggs (Helen Putnam,
diploma I 900), who lives in Spring field,
writes that she is recovering slowly from
a broken leg.
President Fairchild recen tly received 1
sm.ill volume of poetry published by Mrs.
J ennie Burroughs Wilson
( diploma
1907 ) . The envelope containing the
\'erses carried the inscription " In ap,)re<>
iation of my happy Normal school days."
In a note to the Alumni Office, Mrs.
Wilson s:\yS she is sorry to have missed
so many of the alumni celebrations but
is lookin g forward to future opportunities
to enjoy tl~em.
'W ord has been received in the Alumni Office of the marriage in I 950 of Mrs.
Florence Thompson Bremer (diploma
1907) to the Rev. J esse J. Runyan of
Duluth, Minn. They now are making
their home in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla: The
couple met on the S.S. Queen Elizabeth
during a trip to Europe. Mrs. R unyan
also sends word concernin g Miss Anna
Bremer (diploma 1907) who sustained
i;erious injuries in a fall la.st summer.
She is still in the Lake Forest Hospital
where she was taken at the time of the
accident.
Sister Mary St. Clara, the former Frances S ullivan (diploma 1913) has been
named the "radio executive performing
the greatest public service to women" in
a national con test conducted by M cCall's
to honor outstanding women broadcasters
and executives for their con tributions to
public welfare. Sister Mary St. Clara is
chairman of the home economics department at Clarke College, Dubuque,
Iowa. She is one of seven women
throughout the country who will receive
the first awa rds, established this year by
McCall's to help focus public attention
on the work of women in radio and tcle-
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vision. Sister M ary St. Clara's program,
"Clarke College Radio Kitchen," is
broadcast weekly over D \lbuque radio
station WKBB from the Cla rke home
economics tea room. According to the
news release announcing the results of
the contest, Sister Mary St. Clara "as
director of the Clarke College Radio
Kitchen, has taught Dubuque women
that homemaking is a career with great
dignity, requiring one's best spi ritual,
mental, and physical efforts."
Mrs. S eva Bash Sawyer ( 1916-18) of
Detroit, Mich., paid a visit to the cam.pus
during the Christmas holidays. She formerly taught in Warsaw. Her husband
operates a medical supply business in
Detroit.
Elmer A. Bruns ( 1925, 1926, 1931,
1935) of H avana resigned from the
teaching staff of the Havana Central

School in 1936 10 become associated
with his present business, the Bruns and
Mitchell I nsurance Agency. Mr. Bruns
is very active in civic affairs in the
Havana community. He has been a
member of the Chamber of Commerce
since 1938. A charter membe r of the
Havana Optimist Club, he is vice•
president of the organization. He is also
president of the board 0£ directors of the
l favana Communi ty Chest.
Dr. M. S. Harvey (degree 1927 ),
pastor 0£ the First ~1:ethodist Church in
St. Joseph, Mo., has been elected governor of the 194th district of Rotary International. The area under his jurisdiction
comprises 51 clubs from the Iowa to
the Arkansas line and covers the western
half of Missouri. H e will take office July
1. Dr. Harvey is a former pastor of the
Bloomington Park M ethodist Church.

Marriages
Idelle Ausgpurger '36 to James Maddox. At home Long Beach, Calif.
Geraldine Ross ( 1934.38) to J esse Stone. At home Vlapella.
N;:lomi England '40 to Harold Estes. At home Elliot.
Catherine Ann Lee ( 1938-41 ) to I ra M. Bourne. At home ~ endota.
Lewis B. Manahan ( 1941-42) to ~ arilyn Jay Hubert. At home Saybrook.
Virginia Pe nnell '43 to Paul E. Kiley. At home Kansas.
Blanche Beatdslcy '44 to Everett Keener. At home Stronghurst.
:\faxinc Sponsler 1 46 to Raymond Rhodes. At home Lewistown.
J. l\'orman Vcrdcr ( 1943-46) to M ary Louise Baughman. At home
Bloomington.
Vivian King ' 47 to John H. Redman. At home Rockford.
Ervin Epperson ( l9 1D-48) to Jeraldine J ensen. At home LeRoy.
Eileen Rose Roberts "48 to Arlyn Rosenthal. At home Washington.
Wesley H ymbaugh ( 1947-48) to M ary Lou Bryson. At home Topeka, Kan.
Rosemar y Connell ( 1945-49) to Pfc. Donald Runyon. At home Yates C ity.
Ethel Mae D yrofT ( 194i-49) to Alto Haas, Jr. At home Millstadt.
Marcella Ki1)cr ( 1948•49 ) to J ames Hurl. At home Champaign.
John C. r-.·l urray ( 1948-49) to Susan Carol Volz. At home Roanoke.
Bill f. Brown ( 1948-50) to Marjorie Brooks. At home Minier.
Diana Sue Carey ' 50 to J ack C hambers (1 948-50) . At home Blooming ton.
Catherine Mary Dwyer ( 1948-50) to \Villiam Healy. At home Wenona.
Shirley Ellsman ' 50 to Joseph Lowery. At home Belleville.
Geneva Hillard ( 1948-50) to Thomas N. Boyd. At home Lexington.
Joan Runge ( 1949-50) to Robert Eacret. At home Los Angeles, Calif.
Virginia Adams ( 1950-51 ) to Raymond Mass '( 1950-52) . At home Normal.
~ lary Ann Anich '51 to William Freeberg. At home Elgin.
Muriel Campbell ( 1949-51 ) to \-\'alter Harmon. At home Tiskilwa.
Ruth Cates ( 1950-5 1) to James R. Bell. At home Bloomington.
J une tic Rose C hceklin ( 1950-5 1) to Ru ssell Seiler. At home Peoria.
Pfc. Dav id F. Denzer ( 1946-5 1) to Winnifred Kramer. .At home M oun tain
Home, Ida.
Wayne Enfield ( I 949-5 l ) to Sadie Johnson. At home Pontiac.
Shirley Faye '51 to C hristopher H. Carr. At home Louisiana, Mo.
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Miss Velma Shimmin (diploma 1931 )
and Miss Violette Shimmin (degree
1946) both teach in the Reddick Grade
School. They are serving this year as
co-chairmen of the music committee of
the Kankakee Business and Professional
\ \1oman's Club. They were also on the
music committee that wrote the music
course of study now in use in the Kankakee County schools.

R. J. Walston (diploma 1931 ) joined
the Ran toul Township High School faculty in I938. He teaches science a nd
mathematics and is freshman-sophomore
coach.
Willia m W. McKnight, J r., ( 1931-34 )
was recently elected vice-president of
the Bloomington Association of Commerce. Mr. McK nig ht is a former president of the ISNU Alumni Association.
Miss Reva Ebe rt {degree 1935) is the
editor of T h e F oil, ann ual magazine
published by Delta Psi Kappa, national
professional physical education fraternity
for women. Miss Ebert is supervisor of
physical education at th e laboratory
school of North Texas State College,
Denton, Texas.

0 . R . Nettleship (degree 1940) has
been associated with school work since
1924. H e is administrative head and
superintendent of the Hillsboro elementary school system. A former ~ontgomery County superintendent of schools,
Mr. i'\ettleship has a master's degree
from the University of l llinois.
A letter to the Alumni Association
secretary from Mrs. J ames N . P ayne
(Sylvia Green, degree 1940) states that
she and her family are established in
Englewood, Calif. Her husband is a
physician. They are engaged at the
moment in adding another room and
bath to their home. The Payne's two
daughters are in the first and second
grades in school.

I 940 ) is doing further g raduate study
and acting as departmental coordinator
of student teaching in the department of
music, T eachers College, Columbia Universi ty.
Dr. Roger C . Norton ( I 939-41 ) has
been appointed to the faculty of Clark
University, Worcester, M~ss., as an instructor in German. A native of Rochester, M ich., Dr. . 1orto n received B.A.,
M.A., and Ph.D. degrees from the Uni•
versity of Michigan.

Mrs. Vlilliam Edward Hall (Sh irley
Isaacson, degree 1942) wri tes that someor.e told her recently she was listed
among " lost alumni." Her letter says to
please consider her "found." Her husOn leave from his position as assist• band is Army provost marshal for the
ant professor of music at the U niversity
State of F lorida, and they live in Jac kof Arizona, Lyle M. Young (degree sonville, Fla.

Marria g es
Donn a Mae Geske ( 1950-51 ) to Theodore E. Jordan. At ho1ne Bloomington.
Louise Eileen Gowin ( 1949-5 1) to H erman F . Schneider '51. At home McLean.
Irene T . Haywa rd ( 1948-51) to Robe rt A. Graham. At home Marseilles.

Mrs. David Busey (~1a rgery ~fayne,
degree 1936) and her family have moved
to San Diego, Calif., where her husband
is football coach and athletic director
for the submarine forces in the Pacific.
Th e Busey's have two children, David
~md Bobby, aged 8 and 4 respectively.
Mrs. Lawrence Kahn ( M ary H elen
Goff, degree 1939) has been visiting her
parents in . ormal while her husband
completes work on his doctorate at the
University of Denver. Mr. Kahn is th e
author of a novel, Abel O n e Four, pub•
lishcd in December by the Un ive rsity of
D enver Press.
Sh eldon E. R obinson (degree 1939)
took over the position of assistant man•
ager of th e H e nry Service Company in
Orion D ec. 1, 1951. Mr. Robinson for•
merly was associated with the D c\Vitt
County Service Company in \Veldon.
\ Villiam \Veicher t (degree 1939) is
studying at th e University of California
this year under a fellowship granted by
the Ford Foundation. He is o n leave
fro1n th e Eastern Montana College of
Education at Billings. His wife is the
former V irgin ia \ Voods (degree 1942 ) .
FEBRUARY,
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Cpl. \\'ilb ur H oover '5 1 to Elna Eileen Craig. At home Jacksonville, Fla.
Joan H uff '5 1 to Glenn Steph enson ( 1950-51) . At h ome Mackinaw.
M a rvin Juhl ( 1950-51) to Josephine Snyder. At home Peoria.
M a ry L o u Kaine '51 to D onald D 'Amico '52. At home Bloomington.
Jeanette Lowe ' 51 to Hugh Ross. At home Morrison.
Beverly M cKinney ( 1950-51 ) 10 Wilbur Carhon ( 1949-51 ) . Al home Normal.
Doris M ehrkins ( 1949-51 ) to Paul R osen e '51. At home Saybrook.
Richard R. Myers ( 1949-51 ) to Evelyn Schmidgall. At home Eureka.
Dorothy Elaine Nelson '5 1 to Robert Meeker. At home Bloomington.
JoAn ne Netherton ( 1949-51) to Pfc. Robert Allen. At home Roberts.
Louise P edon e· (1948-51 ) to J ames Compis (1949-5 1) . At home Alton.
Janice P loch er ( 1950-51 ) lo Richard J ohns ( I 9•f9-5 I ) . Al home Canton.
Kenn e th F. R uth 15 1 to C a rol Hild. At home Delavan.
C lelabel Severns 1 51 to Gaylord A. Lounsberry. At home Oakford.
James T e rrill '5 1 to R uth E. Thomas. At home Champaign.
Wanda Elaine \ Va rd ell '51 to Donald Ralph McG ill. At home Momence.
Ann a :M arie \ Voidemann ( 1950-5 1) to Vernon A. Adams 1 51. At home
O ttawa.
Sh irley Baugh man ( 1951 -52) to Lynn Meyers Mintum. At home Macon.
Richard G . Busbey ( 1948-52) 10 Barbara Lee Hereford. At hotne Bloomington.
Elizabeth Dye ( 1948-52 ) 10 Pvt. R obert E . Leshe r ( 1948-51 ) . At home
Normal.
Belly Jane Galbreath (1 94 9-52 ) 10 Wallace T h omson ( 1949-51 ) . At home
Normal.
Linda Ann Gray ( 1950.52 ) to Cpl. Benjamin Bailey. At home Normal.
Geraldine M in i ( 1948-52) to James T aylor. At home Las Vegas, N . M ex.
Dona ld Uph off ( 1948-52 ) to Bcny Gu1hert. Al home Norma l.
Richa rd Wicks ( 1951 -52) to Donna Pfoff. At home Bloomington.
Sh irley Wms ( 1948-52 ) to Robert Holloway. At home Normal.
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A letter from Major L. E. Kind red
(degree 1942) who is stationed at Quantico, Va., mentions that he anticipates
a midwcstcrn trip this spring with the
b:i.scball team h e coaches and is looking
forward to a contest with ISN U .
James Schussclc ( l 939-42) is a design
eng ineer for the General Electric Company in SchcnCctacly, X . Y.
Mrs. Glenn Gilbertson (Marjorie
Bitting, degree 1943) recently signed a
contract to teach Eng lish at the Media
High School.
:\ll iss Lois Green (degree 1943) has
been curriculum coordin.itor in the
Bloomington public schools since 1948.
Former teacher in the Bloomington city
schools, she was principal of Franklin
School in Bloomington for three years
before assuming her present position.
Miss Green has a master's degree from
Teachers College, Columbia University,
·w ith work beyond the master's in th~
secondary curriculum.
G lenn H. J ohnson (degree 1943) and
his wife, the former R egina K. \ Vcnzel
(degree 1943 ) make their home in
Hammond, Incl., where Mr. Johnson is
employed by the H a mmond Plant Food
D ivision of Swift and Company.
Clyde Meacham (degree 1943) recently formed a law partnership with the
assistant state's attorney in Danville. 1Iis
wife is the former Virg inia Hardin (degree 1943) .
Mrs. 1-1. Thomas Hall ( Helen Pumphrey, degree 1944) writes from Bremerton, Wash., where she has followed her
husband who was recalled to service.
Mr. Hall ( 1942-1946) is a lieutenant
(jg ) in the Navy. M rs. Hall states that
they were fortunate to find a house as
living conditions there arc very crowded
due to the g reat number of sllipya rd
workers as well as servicemen's families.
Mrs. L. P. Sites (Frances T cllaro, degree 1944) paid a visit to the campus
recen tly for the first time in six years.
H er husband is associated with the
Standard Oil Company in Tiffin, Ohio,
where they make their home. Mrs. Sites'
sister, :\1iss Mary T cllaro (degree 1947 )
who teaches at Metamora, recently spent
a year in Italy.
Vford has been received of the arrival
on Okinawa of Miss !Hay R obertson
{degree 1945) , formerly of Champaign.
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Miss Robertson is a civilian employee of
the Department of the Army in the
capacity of a manual arts speci:ilist in
the Special Services Section. She holds
a master's degree from the University of
Wisconsin and pre\'iously was an instructor in the State T eaehers College,
Platte\"illc, Wis.

F. Mac k, Jr., of Illinois when he arrived
in Saigon, Indo-China, on his aroundthe-world tour, was M iss Juani1a Nutt
(degree 194-6) . Miss Nutt is employed in
the Uni ted States Embassy in Saigon.
Before joining the St:ite Department,
Miss :"lull taught in high sc hools at
Williamsville and Washington.

Mrs. Ri chard Lammers (Martha
Lewis, degree 19-~6), with her husband,
has returned from three years spent in
missionary work in Japan. They arc
now living in West Salem, Ohio, where
Mr. Lewis is supplying the pulpits of
two country churches. He has entered
the graduate school of theology at Oberlin for further study. The Lewises expect
to return to Japan in about two years.

L eslie Wt.:hling ( deg ree 194·6 ) is
principal of the 8:iylcss High School in
St. Louis County, ~-fo. H e is completing
work on a doc torate at Washing ton University. Mrs. Wehling is the former
Vernice Sauls (degree 1944) .

Among those who greeted R ep. Pe ter

R ussell l\l. Wessels (degree 1948) ,
with his wife, the former Velma Getz
(degree 1948) , is making his home in
Rusk, 'Wis. He works for the Follett
Textbook Publishing Company.

Ne w Arrivals to Alumni
Girl born March 14

Anthon y S ka ronca ·50, Ottawa

Boy born J uly 5

Mrs. Edw;ud Ricke (Vivi:rn von Q ualen '41~ ) , R edd ick

Boy born Aug. 14

M rs. Kenneth R. Winter (Dora Ja ne Danhof '50),
M ayville, Wis.

Boy born Sept. II

Mrs. William Eagleton (Belly Farnha m '44) , Burbank,
Calif.

Boy born Sept. 16

Mrs. K enneth K emmerer (Eleanor H orn '45) , Warrensburg

Girl born Oct.

Duane H. Cooper ( 194- 1-43), Pasadena, Calif.

Girl born Oct. 21

Mrs. Paul R. Mackey {Norma Waters '51 ) and Pa ul
Mackey 1 50, Chadwick

Boy born Oct. 25

Mrs. J ohn Scott (Emily Ge rtrude Dunn M.S. '47) and
John Scott M .S. '47, Onarga

Boy born Oct. 29

Fred M etzke M.S. '50, Normal

Boy born Oct. 30

Mrs. Earl E. Graff (Ruth L awson '49) , Manito

Boy born Nov. 8

James M a rtin ' 47, Minneapolis, Minn.

Boy born Nov. 11

\ Villi:im Hre bik ( 1949-52), :'.'f ormal.

Boy born

Tov. 21

Mrs. A. \V. T ompkins, Jr. (Connie Thomassen '48),
Oakland, Calif.

Girl born Nov. 25

John D claPaz, Jr. ( 194-8-52), Normal

Boy born No\'. 29

M erle \ Vurth '48, Bloomington

Girl born Dec. l

Richard S ibley ( 194-8-52 ), ::'\ormal

Boy born Dec. 5

James Golde n ( 1951-52 ), :•formal

Boy born Dec. 5

M rs. Richard Lamrncrs (M a rtha L ewis '46 ), \-\'est
Salem, Ohio

Girl born Dec. 17

Walter Lai tas '48, Bloomington

Boy born Dec. 26

M rs. Jess Durham (M ad ge Lacy '41) and Jess Durham
M.S. '50, Princeton
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William Hodge ( M.S. 1949) is teaching for the third year in the Palmer
Eleme n tary School, Springfield.
Capt. Paul Poe ( deg ree 1949) re•Ceived orders in November assig ning him
to overseas duty in Europe. A candida te
for a D octor of Education degree in
1951, Captain Poe recei,·ed a master's
d egree from the University of Southe rn
California in 1950. H e was recalled to
active duty with the Air Force last June.
H e was employed by the Phillips Pe trol eum Company in East Chicago, Ind.,
after World Wa r Il until I 948, whe n he
resumed his university studies.
Mrs. Albert Garber (~'lurid G resham,
degree 1949) is teaching speech and
serving as dramatics instructor at the
Illinois Wesleyan Junior College of
Music in Springfield. Befo re going to
Springfield, M rs. Garber tau.sht for two
years in the ?\.·l inonk-O a na H igh School.
As a student at 1S:"JU, Mrs. Garber was
a member of the University intercollegi:He clcbnte sqund which won the Korthwestern D ebate Tournament at St. Pa ul
College, St. Paul, Minn. in compet ition
with 64 universities. She also holds the
Edwnrds Medal for poetry reading,
awarded annually at IS~ U.
From Sunderland, Engl:rnd, Miss Edna
L ohman (M.S. 19,~9) of " 'aukegan, who
is teaching in England on an exchange
basis, writes: " I am having a wonderful
year in England as an exchange teacher.
If I gain nothing else from the experience, 1 will npprcciatc all the fine things
I hm·e to work with at my school in
\Yaukegan."
Miss L orraine Lindbeck (degree 1950)
is te~1.ching sight saving in Pekin.
Pvt. Dale l\lclzger (degree 1950) has
been selected to attend an Army counter•
intelligcnre sc-hool as Fort J-Iolabird,
Yid., after comp1cting his basic training
with the Fifth Armored Division at
Camp Chaffee, Ark. Pvt. ~ et?.ger was a
science teacher in Grant Park High
School prior to entering the service.
Mjss. Louise Sikes ( l 9-'"2-43, 1945,
1918, J))5.J) is a first grade teacher in
the EdiSon School in Hillsboro. She was
president of the H illsboro Teachers As•
sociation last year.
D on Slayback {degree 1950) has been
discha rged from service in t he Navy.
Fs:uRUARY,
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Teodori Sisters Like Italy
The following description of a Europea n trip made last summer comes
from Ada T codori (degree 1937) o f Taylorville. H er sister Assunta, from the
same IS:-.J U class, who also teaches in Taylorville, was he r traveling companion.
My sistel' and I left for Italy from New York June 8 on the Vulcania.
The trip across was uneventful, but pleasant. We a rrived in Genoa on June 20
but docked several places before reac hing o ur destina tion.
Our first stop was in Lisbon, Portugal. A very modern city, it is now
a ttempting to build up a tourist trade. Cove ring many hills, the city has an
eleva tor (for those too lazy to use the stairway) in one section which leads
to another section of town. Outsta nd ing are th e walks in black a nd white
with their rolling effect. One of the most famous botanical .~ardens of Europe
is located in Lisbon.
We went through the Strait of Gibraltar a nd there the Vulcania dropped
a nc hor out from the shore. We sa w hundreds of little boats coming toward
the ship. Peddlers wanted to sell their wares: head scarves, bracelets, pe rfume,
fans, castanets, and cognac. Bargaining between the peddlers a nd the travelers
on board was very interesting a nd fascinating. This we nt o n for two hours; but
as the time for departure g rew near, o ne could get practically all he wanted
for a dollar. T he Ameri ca n dollar is God to some of these people.
The following day we arrived a t Palermo, Sicily, the first place we
became aware of the real poverty. As we walked along the streets we were
followed by torn, dirty, hungry little boys and g irls begg ing for money and
cigarets, We felt pity for these children, but the g uide warned us no t to be
too generous for hundreds of them would soon appear. Ye t it isn't all hunger
and filth here. In Palermo and Monrealc a rc two of the most beutiful Z\orman
ca thedrals with the g reatest mosaics of the world.
In :-.:aples we saw the destruc tion brought on by war. Vesuvius is in the
background whe n the boa t docks. The port and clocks have been rebuilt but
in the surrounding area are shattered buildings and reinforcements. :-.Ja ples
itself has li ttle to offer, but near-by are the famous resorts of Amalfi, Sorrento,
and the Riviera. From X aples we went to ~•isit the ruins of Pompeii.
Of all the places we saw in Italy ou r fa\'orites were Rome, Venice,
Assissi, and Siena. As we tra\'ellecl in diffe rent ci ties we noticed the ancient
and the modern harmoniously blended. Many of the li tt le towns have ma intained their antiquity and allo w no modern architeclure. Each is d istinc tly different and has so much to offer. In Rome we saw the ruins of the Coliseum, the
Roman Forums, the temples to the gods and goddesses, and many ca thedrals.
The Italian cathedrals are rich with the arts of the old masters: R aphael,
Michelangelo, da Vinci, Tiziano, T intoretto, Veronese, and many others. At
the Vntican we were present when the Pope had a public audience. We followed the ad"ancement of <.:i,·ilization from the times of the Caesars to the
modern. Venice, with its network of canals, is fascinating. One ei ther walks
or taxis by gondolas. St. Mark's Cathedral stands at the head of the square,
teeming from morning to nightfall with hundreds o f pigeons.
Assissi is built in the motintains. One is either walking uphill or downhill a t all times. The Cathcdrnl of St. Francis, con taining the sepulcher, is on
two le\'cls. The lower church, erected first, is \'Cry dark but has be:i.utiful
frescoes. T he upper church, in contra st very light, has frescoes by Giotto.
At Assissi we visited the monastery established by St. Francis, where in the
cloister we had tea with the abbot. In Siena we saw the spectacular medieval
festi\'al, "The Po lio," really a horse race. The pageantry and ceremonies pre•
ceding the race, however, arc very colorful.
We left ltaly with the desire to return some day, to see many of the
places again as well as other new ones.
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Mr. Slayback spent eight months in
Korea. Before entering the Navy he
worked in the Forest Service in Coeur
d' Alene, Ida.

Mrs. Irvin J. Christian (Janet Cullison1 degree 1951 ) is with her husband
in Newfoundland. Sgt. Christian is stationed at Pepperell Air Force Base, St.
Johns. Both she and her husband are
enthusiastic about Newfoundland and
expect to live there for three years.

Class of '31 Describes
Two Decades

Mrs. Mar y Elder Zindel ( degree 1951 )
is teaching home economics in the
:--Jiantic-Harristown Hig h School at

At Chris tmastime, Mrs. Robert J. Jones (Louise Purnell, diploma 1931 )
wrote to about 20 members of the diploma class of I93 I, asking them to tell
her briefly what they had been doing the last 20 years since graduating from
ISN U. Following is a brief resume of the information she gathered from those
replying to her letter. Mrs. Jones herself has been church secretary of the
Chicago Temple for a number of years. She previously taught for eight years
in the Mahomet Grade School and one year in Bloomington. She was married
in 1947; her husband is manager of the Chicago downtown office of Wedron

:"\iantic.

Silica Company.

Robe,, C. Gustafson ( deg,ec I 951 )
has been serving as a special agent of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation since
Aug. 27, 1951.

Florence Reece, Urbana, taught for 13 years aher leaving ISNU. ln 1947
she began working at the University of ]llinois. Lois O a,•is Foltz was married
in 1933, after teaching two years in Mahomet. She is the mother of four
children which she says she had "in her spare time" during the years. Lee
Bear spent 10 years teaching before entering service during World War II.
After his discharge, he worked in Bloomington for the Poriable Eleva tor
Manufacturing Company. He is now farming at Sheldon. Elsie Miller is
teaching in a two-room rural school in Florida. Lois \ \lhitaker Koets taught in
Gilman for 12 years. By attending summer school, she received a Bachelor of
Education degree in 1942 from ISNU. She is now married and makes her

Dale Lang ( degree 1951 ) teaches in
the Monience Community School. His
wife, the former Joan Verhines (degree
1951 ) is g irls' physical education instructor in the Momence High School.
Mrs. Michael Escorcia (Carol Lehn,
degree 1951 ) is also teaching seventh
grade in the Momence Community
School. She and her husband, who
teaches social science and English in the
Grant Park High School, have an apartment in Grant Park.
Miss Jacquelyn l\1crritt (degree 195 l )
writes that she is enjoying life in the
Hawaiian I sbnds where she teaches
kindergarten. She has 20 little Orientals
in her dass and shares a cottage on the
school campus with two other teachers.

Miss Faye Pedigo ( 1947-51) is teaching the fourth grade at Morton. Her
home is in Carrollton.
Science teacher and physical education instructor in the Dewey schools this
year is Harland Swartout ( degree 1951 ).
Pie. Richard Vesdak ( 1946-51 ) is
with the 691st Air Force band stationed
at Selfridge Field, Mich.

Several ISNU alumnae a re teaching
in the Long Point school system. Miss
Alice Danekas ( degree 1951 ) is in
charge of the home economics department. Miss Dorothy Myers (degree
1951 ) teaches third and fourth grades,
and Mrs. Pauline \ Vest Brown ( 19471950) is teaching the seventh and
eighth grades.
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home in Gilman.
Genevieve Shell, Farmer City, says she spen t one decade acquiring and
using her education. She spent the second in the business world. Pearl Kloess
Weber was married in I 938 and moved to California. Elma Brooks lists as
the greatest thing the 20 years have meant to her, acquaintance with the
thousands of people she has known. She has taught for 25 years and is now
teaching in Peoria. C larence Louderback is superintendent or schools at Genoa.
Somewhere along the way during the 20 years he has found tirne to acquire a
bachelor's degree from ISN U and a master's degree from the Universi ty of
lllinois. Virginia Bear Grapevine, Carthage, Mo., taught her first 10 years
out of ISNU and then took up beauty culture for three years until her marriage. Elinor Johnson Todd, Maywood, has been married for 15 years. sh~
and Mrs. Jones met in downtown C hicago one day and 11covered about 15
years over the <luncheon table. 11 Hannah M eyer is teaching at the Gallaudet
College, Washington, D.C., which she says is the only college in the world
for the deaf. Constance Pierson Wells stayed with Mrs. Jones in Chicago
while her husband was being discharged from Fort Sheridan. They live in
Rushville. C leda Nitzel Stoll, Mt. Pulaski, has an adopted daughter. Clara
Kepner is an instructor and supervising teacher of the fourth grade at the
Illinois Soldiers and Sailors Children' s School, Normal.
hfary Edith Boyd Karcher, Cairo, received a bachelor's degree from
]SNU in 1932 and taught in Cairo for six years. She was married in 1938 and
has two children. Mr. and Mrs. Don Burkhart (she was Mildred Roth geb)
moved to California when the war ended. Don is engaged in photographic
work there. Dr. \Vilbur T. Reese practices den tistry in Springfield. James L.
Donaldson is a salesman for a Danville concern with which he has been associated since 1935 except for time out for military service. Harriet Jeffries
Barrett lives in Matteson with her husband and four-year-old daughter. J ohn
Raber, according to a letter from his father, is in the federal health depa rtment in Washington, D. C.
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DIRECTORY OF ISNU CLUB OFFICERS
CH AMPAIGN COUNTY
President, Frank Sotka, 308 W. Columbia, Champaign;
Vice-President, Miss Helen H uff, Homer; Secretary, Mrs.
Rachael Fabert, 404 Lake St., Urbanaj Treasurer, Miss
Bertha Gibson, I 108 S. Lincoln Ave .• U rbana.
CHICAGO CLUB
President, Miss Marjorie Voigt, 315 County St., Waukegan:
Vice-President, M iss Mildred Werner, 7018 N. Odell,
Chicago 31; Secretary-Treasurer, Miss Edna Lohman, 318
Ridgeland, Waukegan; Assistant Secretary-Treasurer, Vern
Hamilton, 333 S. 24th, Bellwood; Executive Board Members, Miss Louella Pooley, 625 Fairview, Park R idge;
Dick Noble, I 103 Oak Ave., Evanston.
CHRISTIAN COUNTY
President, Walter Lochbaum, Streator: Vice-President, Fred
Dale, Edinburg; Secretary, Mrs. Marjorie Dale, Edinburg; Treasurer. Mrs. Isabel Lochbaum, Streator.
DE WITT CO UNTY
President, Rock well Stowell, 407 S. Jackson, Clinton; VicePresident, Miss Jo:1n Price, 11 7 E. Allen, Farmer City;
Secretary, Mrs. Betty Jo Metcalf, 411 J\. Mulberry, Clinton: Treasurer, M iss Mary Lighthall, 411 N. M ulberry,
Clinton.
FORD COUNTY
President, Robert Bonncn, 412 E. 10th St., Gibson City;
Vice-President, Miss Thelma Holland, Gibson City; Secretary-Treasurer, Miss Ann Prescott, Piper City.
GRUNDY COUNTY
President, Pete Di Paolo, Coal City; Vice-President, Rex
Siron, M inooka; Secretary-Treasurer, Miss Helen Vitko,
G.irdner.
IROQUOIS COUNTY
President, Dean Martin, 'Watseka; Vice-President, H erbert
Garman, Bucklcyj Secretary-Treasurer, Miss Dolores Smith,
60,~ W. Seminary Ave., Onarga.
KANE-KENDALL COUNTIES
President, Frederick Spiegel, MO S. State St., Elgin ; VicePresidcnt, Joe Louis Mini, 708 New York St., Aurora;
Secretary, M rs. Emery Ebbert, 314 Perry, Elgin; Treasurer, Stanley Breen, 750 Anderson, Geneva.
KANKAKEE COUNTY
President, Clarence Crawford, Momence; Vice- President,
M rs. Donald H ertz, 584 E. Oak, Kankakee; Secretary,
Miss Stella Guimond, 162 2nd N., Manteno; T reasurer,
Miss Ava Cassidy, 49•~ S. Myrtle, Kankakee.
KNOX-WARREN COUNTIES
President, Mrs. Lois Bowers, Monmouth H. S., Monmouth;
Vice-President, Edward Battiste, ROVA H. S., Oneida;
Secretary-Treasurer, Miss Phyllis Rust, Senior H. S.,
Galesburg.
LASALLE COUNTY
President, Eldon Scriven, 604 E. Bridge St., Streator; VicePresident, Miss Betty Jane Halterman, 634 First Ave.,
Ottawa : Secret.iry, Miss Kathleen McShane, 111 \ V. Lincoln Ave., Streator; Treasurer, Miss Marguerite Busch,
628 First Ave., Ottawa.
LIVINGSTON CO UNTY
President, Mrs. Inez Blue, 702 lV. \ ¥ashington, Pontiac;
Vice-President, Mrs. Esther ·w agner, 121 E. Washington,
Pontiac; Secretary-Treasurer, M rs. Ruth Durham, 616 \V.
Cleary, Pontiac.
·

M ACON CO UNTY
President, Miss .Eunice Irwin, 968 !\. College St., Decatur;
Vice-President, Miss Nellie Dale Grissom, 1140 \V. Pack. .ird St., Decatur; Secretary, 0. L. Hastings, Macon;
Treasurer, Pttul L. Swearingen, 13 10 Oak Drive, Decatur.
MADISON CO UNTY
President, Richard Paynic, 1108 Edv,•ardsville Road, Wood
River; Vice-President, Mrs. John Ludwig, 72 Pine St.,
Highland; Secretary, Mrs. Frank Strejcek, 215 ·w . Union,
St., Edwardsville; Treasurer, Steve Paynic, I 108 Edwardsville Road, Wood River.
MC LEAN COUNTY
President, James DePew, 211 Unity Building, Bloomington;
First Vice-President, Mrs. Carl Loeseke, 1425 E. Olive,
Bloomington; Second Vice-President, John McGinnis,
608 S. M ain, Normal ; Secretary, Mrs. \Vilbur Johnson,
D-18 Cardinal Court, Normal; T reasurer, Duncan M iller,
80+ K. Linden, :\"ormal.
Representatives: LeR.oy- ).frs. M ary Etta McManus; Lexington- Mrs. Claude Kinsella; Bellflower- James MacGregor; Stanford- M rs. M yrna Morgan Harms; ColfaxHarold DcWcese; Cridley- Les1ie Murray.
PEORIA CO UNTYPresident, M rs. Eleanor Watson Friess, Chillicothe; VicePresident, Carl Richards, 901 E . Arcadia Ave., Peoria;
Secretary, Miss Mamie McGrath, 223 N. Underhill,
Peoda; Treasurer, Miss Beverly Pyle, 212 Bradley, Peoria.
P IATI' CO UNTY
President, Charles Paoli, Monticello; Vice-President, Miss
Gwen Elder, M on ti cello: Secret.iry-Treasurcr, Miss J ean
Hendrick, Bement.
ST . CLAIR-MONROE COUNTI ES
President, Mrs, Georgia Vlolfe, 401 N. 40th St., Belleville;
Vice-President, M rs. Eldon Heer, Lebanon; Secretary, Miss
Evelyn Bell, 2926 Mary Jren e, Belleville; Treasurer, Mrs.
Lloyd Streiff, Belleville.
SANGAMON COUNTY
President, M iss Emily Turnbaugh, 615 S. New St., Springfield; Vice-President, Mrs. Lou M cCabe, 817 S. Grand W.,
Springfield; Secretary-Treasurer, Mrs. Mae Myers, 215 N.
Glenwood, Springfield.
TAZEWELL CO UNTY
President, Mrs. Dorothea Ford, Mackinaw; Vice-President,
Mrs. Dorothy Sparks Stillman, Mackinaw; SecretaryT reasurer, Carroll l\"afziger, Mackinaw.
VERM ILION COUNTY
President, Miss Mary Virginia Schingcl, 409 Robinson St.,
O.inville: Vice~Presiclent, M r. Harold Kl aman, 1632 1 .
Gilbert, Danville: Secretary-Treasurer, Miss Betty Coble,
1525 Georgetown Road, Danville.
WILL COUNTY
President, Miss Vivian Sallenbach, 600 Wheeler Ave., Joliet;
Vice-President, Miss Fleta Leonard, 118 Union St., Joliet;
Secretary-Treasurer, Miss Ruby Leslie, 812 Cochrane Ave.,
Joliet: Executive Board Mcml>crs, Miss Jane Halyard, 22 1
X. Eastern Ave., Joliet, and M iss Elfrieda Bochncrt, 102'.i
Wilcox St., Joliet.
CLEVELAND, OHIO
President, Vice-President, Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. and
Mrs. Harlie A. Petty, 5434 Grasmerc Road, Maple
Heights, Ohio.
ST. PETERSBURG, FLO RIDA
President, Arnold D. Collier, Collier School, St. Petersbu rg;
Secret.iry-Treasurer, Miss Ressie Spencer, 5565 21st Ave.,
St. Pctcrsl>urg.

Illinois State Normal University Alumni Association Officers
President-Mrs. H. L. Stiegelmeier, Normal
Vice-President-Miss Elsie G. Hodgson, Ottawa
Secretary-Treasurer-Mrs. C. H. Adolph, Normal
Directors- Richard F. Dunn, Normal; Roy A. Ramseyer, Bloomington; Samuel B. Sullivan, DeKalb.

CLASS REUNIONS

Commencement Day
at

Illinois State Normal University
SATURDAY, JUNE 7, 1952
Reunion Classes for 1952 Will Be
1942
1932
1927
1922
1912
1908 - 1907 - 1906
1902
1892

COME BACI( TO ISNU THIS JUNE

